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1

This division and specification of authorship levels has been directly copied from the criteria established under
the FLOK Society Project - Buen conocer (see: Vila-Viñas & Barandiaran 2015, pp. 38-39).
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Before the pandemic, platform workers’ working conditions were already at the frontline of
public policy. However, the urgency of providing adequate protections for platform workers
was made more visible during the covid-19 pandemic when 25 million platform workers lost
their jobs and another 25 million lost on average two-thirds of their income2. The evidence
so far situates platform workers among the most vulnerable collectives because they are key
to ensuring the continuation of essential services during lockdowns while they bear higher
risks and constrained labour rights due to their self-employed status.
In this regard, the European Commission is fully aware that while platform work represents
new opportunities in terms of job creation, sustainable growth of the platform economy
requires better working conditions for all workers independent of their status. The European
Parliament, the Council and the Commission proclaimed a European Pillar of Social Rights in
20 principles3, while the Council adopted a Directive on Transparent and predictable working
conditions4. More recently, the Commission announced a legislative initiative on improving
working conditions of platform workers. The area of competition law also seeks to ensure
that EU competition law does not stand in the way of collective bargaining for self-employed
people. In terms of new technologies such as algorithms, the Commission passed the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), adopted a Digital Services Act (DSA) and is
proposing a regulation on Artificial Intelligence5.
At the national level, a legislative protective framework for platform workers has been
introduced in many European countries (Italy, France, Portugal, and Spain), although the
provisions are very different in terms of their scope and level of protection. A clear, growing
openness of national legislators to consider specific reform processes for platform workers is
evident.
Fully aware of being in the middle of an extremely relevant moment, the PLUS project has
developed a “Charter of digital workers’ rights” (see Task 5.1.), on the basis of the results of
WP 1 (D1.1 European legislations status; D1.2 Platform economy business characterization
and D1.3 Report on socio-historical impact of technology in the labour market) and WP 2 (D
2

Fairwork
(2020).
“The
Gig
Economy
and
Covid-19”.
The
Fairwork
Project.
https://fair.work/wp-content/uploads/sites/131/2020/11/COVID-19-Report-September-2020.pdf
3
The European Pillar of Social Rights in 20 principles
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/economy-works-people/jobs-growth-and-in
vestment/european-pillar-social-rights/european-pillar-social-rights-20-principles_en
4
Transparent and predictable working conditions https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1313
5
The Digital Services Act package https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-services-act-package
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2.3 Impact of technologies on workers and labour process in the platform economy), aimed
at informing policy-making at the National and European level so that the construction of
adequate protections for platform workers is reinforced. The Charter is conceived as
expressing an “expansive” labour law policy, in line with all the aforementioned initiatives
especially regarding the European Pillar of Social Rights and consistent with the need to
guarantee protection for independent forms of employment.
This report summarises the main outcomes from the testing of the “Charter of digital
workers’ rights”. The primary aim of the Charter is to become a tool for the construction of
adequate protections for platform workers. By performing tasks 5.2, 5.3 (pilot actions) and
5.4, 5.5 (social policy labs), we aim to verify the efficacy and the impact of the Charter and
facilitate the potential provision of specific clauses, paying special attention to integrating
the rights identified by the Charter towards fairer contractual conditions. In particular, the
Charter has been tested through surveys, co-creation sessions, and interviews with
alternative business models involved in the PLUS project (Fairbnb.coop, SMartFr, and
Katuma).
Fairbnb.coop, SMartFr and Katuma are an alternative to mainstream unicorn platforms while
becoming part of the platform cooperativism ecosystem (e.g. Scholz, 2016; Fuster Morell,
Espelt & Renau Cano, 2020). Platform cooperatives are often claimed as being an alternative
to platform capitalism (see D1.2) and not only because they have shown their strength
during the current global pandemic advocating and facilitating the continuation of
unemployment schemes6.
In this regard, the PLUS pilots are key in promoting the project’s core values of sustaining
social protections, economic development, and well-being in digital labour. However, it is
also important to consider the challenges that platform cooperatives are facing regarding
scale, funding, and gender equality, among others (see D1.2). Although for some (Katuma)
the covid-19 pandemic has resulted in positive outcomes, for others it has not (SMartFr and
Fairbnb.coop). Partially because of this reason, the testing performed adopted an
action-research methodology. Special attention was paid to detect challenges that these
three organisations are facing and we worked towards designing a test that also served
them.
In sum, according to the Grant Agreement, PLUS pilots had the main aim of testing the
effectiveness of and the viability of the Charter of Digital Workers’ Rights (see D5.1)

6

See https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/cooperatives/events/WCMS_761457/lang--en/index.htm
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attending the different approaches required by each pilot. However, during the course of
designing pilots, additional goals were added and developed.
Therefore, the PLUS pilots are designed and guided by the following:
1. Pilots have the main aim of testing the effectiveness of and the viability of the
Charter of Digital Workers Rights (see: D5.1 “Charter on Digital Workers Rights”)
attending the different approaches required by each pilot.
2. Testing activities should be meaningful for the pilots and provide a clear benefit for
their further development.
3. The testing of the Charter of Digital Workers’ Rights should demonstrate the benefits
of alternative models based on platform cooperativism and commons-oriented
practices (see: D1.2 “Report on the different business typologies of digital platforms
in the platform economy”), considering European legislations status (see D1.1),
socio-historical impact of technology in the labour market (see D1.3) and the impact
of technologies on workers and labour process in the platform economy (see D2.3).
4. The testing should also take an educational approach towards citizens and public
administrations on aspects such as platform business models differentiation,
employment and working conditions in platform work, algorithmic management
impacts and the importance of transparency, and compliance with current laws.

1.1 PLUS Pilots: Introduction and background
In this section, we discuss the key findings from the Platform Labour and Urban Spaces
(PLUS) project and how it affects the PLUS’ pilots. First, we present the baseline and the
raison d’être of the pilots, that is the Charter of digital workers’ rights (see D5.1). Next, we
present the main research findings that informed the articulation and content of the Charter
(that is, D1.1, D1.3, and D2.3).
The WP1 analysed the phenomena from a legal (see D1.1) and historical approach (see D1.3).
In the same working package, an analysis regarding platform business models differentiation
was made (see D1.2). Later on, in WP2, the most significant part of the PLUS’ field research
was performed in order to explore the specificities of the labour process (D2.3).
Drawing from these previous insights, the Charter of digital workers’ rights proposes a set of
rights, organised in blocks, to guarantee a minimum level of protection to platform workers
while introducing some universal rights. In this regard, the main aim of the PLUS pilots is to
verify its adequacy and propose adjustments so that it satisfies platform workers’ needs.
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Such an ambitious objective must be fulfilled considering all the state-of-the-art and field
work developed in this project until the development of pilots. For this reason, the last
subsection introduces other research findings from the PLUS project that inform the
development of pilots: the analysis regarding platform business models differentiation (see
D1.2); the literature review on platform labour (D2.1); and the report on SOPO Lab at the
local level (D5.4).

1.1.1 The Charter of digital workers’ rights
The Charter contains several rights articulated in circles, which can be combined in different
ways according to the features of the labour activity and the specific goal to be achieved.
The first larger circle comprehends several fundamental human rights connected to the fact
that someone carries out a labour activity, irrespective of the possibility to consider these
activities such as work, in the form of self-employment or employment. The narrower circle
comprehends other rights linked to the performance of work activities.
All these rights correspond to the minimum standard that applies without prejudice to any
other rights conferred on workers by legal acts of the Union, of the Member States whose
legislation applies, and of collective agreements. Following the system of European legal
sources, the Charter on Digital Workers Rights follows a “principle of non-regression”7.
Another important aspect to consider is that the Charter does not offer a particular and
clear-cut definition of platform worker. This is done on purpose following the inputs from the
literature review. A deliverable in which due to the limitedness of the still-emerging research
field, it is considered that not establishing clear boundaries would be beneficial to frame the
research embedded in the PLUS project and contribute to the field of study (see D2.1.).
This first group of rights reflects several fundamental rights belonging to anyone offering a
labour activity or any kind of service to a company that exploits this, as claimed by national,
European, and International sources. These rights have been designed to guarantee a
minimum level of protection to all those who offer work or goods to or through the platform,
and aim to introduce some rights of universal application.
7

Non-regression is a well-established principle in international law, probably most commonly associated with
human rights. However, it is increasingly acknowledged as a key parameter in environmental
decision-making as reflected by its inclusion in the proposed United Nations (UN) Global Pact for the
Environment. The European Union (EU) has been an advocate of non-regression for a long time.
Indeed, ahead of the Rio+20 UN Conference on Sustainable Development in 2012, the EU jointly
called for “the recognition of the principle of non-regression in the context of environmental
protection as well as fundamental rights.”
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These rights can also be linked to other forms of platform labour irrespective of the existence
of a “contractual work relationship” with the digital platform. The fact that a labour activity is
carried out, even if it cannot be classified such as work from a legal point of view, calls for the
introduction of some protection. For this reason, the Charter offers a minimum standard of
protection also to those who directly provide goods (such as a house for short term rentals),
and may only indirectly provide a work activity. Anyone who rents out a house using the
Airbnb platform, especially when this activity generates his/her main source of income, are
subject to the conditions imposed by Airbnb and risk being penalised or excluded from the
platform if they do not comply with them. This particular situation makes their condition
comparable to that of other platform workers.
This first body of rights was designed to meet the protection needs of those who work on
digital platforms with greater autonomy, i.e. in an episodic manner or for a limited number of
hours. In particular, the Charter states that anyone who offers his or her work to a digital
platform, either directly, as a provider of services that are carried out offline and online, or
indirectly, as a corollary to the provision of goods (such as a home) has:
1. a right to proportionate personal data processing
2. a right to information on contractual conditions
3. a right to transparent use of algorithms
4. a right to non-discrimination
5. a right to a transparent and fair reputational rating system
6. a right to move to another digital platform
7. training rights
8. a right to health and safety protection
9. a right to fair termination of the contract
10. a right to disconnect
The second body of rights is composed of rights that may only apply to “digital platform
workers” who are regularly embedded in the platform's production process, regardless of
whether they are employed or self-employed. These rights concern, for instance, working
time and wages, and aim to build rights and rules that are compatible with the flexibility
typical of these forms of business. The justification behind these rights is that there is a need
to recognise trade union rights, including the right to collective bargaining, particularly when
workers are involved in the production process. In particular, the Charter states that anyone
who offers his or her work to a digital platform, as a self-employed worker, occasional worker
or employee, also has:
11. a right to a maximum and a minimum number of working hours
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12. a right to fair and decent remuneration
13. collective rights
These two major blocks are not completely separate but are intertwined and can be used by
policymakers at each level to build a framework linked to the business model that they wish
to regulate. Following the same logic, a digital platform may decide to combine them, with
different balances, into a specific framework to protect workers’ rights according to the
organisation of the business at a specific moment (see D5.1).

1.2 The baseline of the Charter: Legislative, socio-economic and historical
dimension of platform labour (WP1 & WP2).
The “Charter of Digital Workers’ Rights” (see D5.1) drawn from the analysis of the legal
framework regarding platform workers in the context of the European Union and the seven
countries analysed in the Working Package 1 (see D.1.1).
The analysis highlighted the steps taken towards the recognition of the employment rights to
platform workers by dividing them into three main groups: (1) Trial facilitations mechanisms
or presumptive mechanisms (Italy and Portugal); (2) Application of the employee protection
law (fully or in part) by case law (France, Spain, Italy, United Kingdom and Germany); (3)
Tailor-made disciplines connected to specific productive sectors and/or irrespective of the
formal qualification (Italy, Portugal, France and more recently Spain8). The report concludes
that in many European countries, this trend has been moving towards a general recognition
of the dependent nature of employment relationships (as mentioned above) or, at least, the
applicability of the protection usually provided to employees to platform workers. In many
European countries, it has also been possible to see at least the potential for joint action
among different levels of regulation.
However, the analysis showed that the European definition of “worker” given by the CJEU
involves someone that, for a certain period of time, performs services for and under the
direction of another person, in return for remuneration (see: D.1.1, part 2.1.1), may raise
confusion among interpreters. In the contest of the Time Directive (2003/88/CE)9, workers
are precluded from being classified as such when they can use subcontractors or substitutes
to perform the service, when they can accept or not accept the tasks offered by his or her
putative employer, and when they can fix their own hours of work and tailor their time to
8

Spain recently approved by royal decree the so-called “rider law” which offers an interesting precedent in the
field of national regulatory interventions mostly by introducing the control and regulation of algorithmic
management systems.
9
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32003L0088&rid=1
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suit their personal convenience rather than solely the interest of the putative employer.
These specifications are key in the platform ecosystem in which the actual conditions of work
performance may be significantly different from what is indicated in the general terms and
conditions (see D1.1, D2.3 & D5.1). In this context, the analysis highlighted the steps taken in
different European countries (France, Germany and Spain) towards the recognition of
employment rights of platform workers (see D1.1 & D5.1).
The “Charter of Digital Workers’ Rights” also drawn from the city reports and the WP2 final
report (see D.2.3), mostly confirmed the legal interpretation and classification of platform
labour that can be gathered from legal literature and case law. It also explained that all
platforms analysed (Airbnb, Uber, Helpling and Deliveroo) had introduced management
strategies -in which algorithmic management played a key role- to impose various forms of
organisation and control over labour. Even in Airbnb’s case, in which labour plays a secondary
role, the platform shared some dynamics with the other platforms, so having a similar risk of
exploitation.
All the information that emerged in the WP2 analysis contributed to the Charter. However,
among the most relevant aspects, D5.1 highlighted the structural over-supply of labour,
which leads to large amounts of unpaid working time (that is dedicated to waiting) and
highlighted the need for instruments that fostered the predictability of the working time.
Another aspect highlighted in D5.1 is that:
“The interviews also showed a non-existent or inadequate recognition of the training
and professionalism of the workers, although these elements have their own value
both for the economic activity of the platform and for the workers”(D.5.1: 11).

1.3 Other insights from the PLUS project that inform the testing (WP1,
WP2, WP3, WP5)
The analysis regarding platform business models differentiation (see D1.2), the literature
review on platform labour (see D2.1), and the report on SOPO Labs at the local level
informed the testing (see D5.3). Although the planned deadline for D.4.3 on news skills in the
platform economy is after the conclusion of this report, we include some aspects that could
improve the Charter.
Platform business models characterisation
The D1.2 through the Star of Democratic Qualities of the Platform Economy investigated the
different types of business models related to the platforms in terms of governance design,
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economical strategy, technological base, knowledge policies, and social responsibility
regarding the external impact. .
The main goal of the research was to analyse the different types of digital platforms and their
business models around the four areas established in the PLUS project. To study this, an
empirical analysis of 60 platforms was performed in the four labour PLUS areas: networked
hospitality business, taxi services, urban food delivery, and on-demand home services and
care.
The conclusions show that different business models in the Platform Economy (PE) coexist
rom the more extractivist models to the more cooperative ones. In addition, the governance
of the platform plays a major role in their characterisation. The analysis also showed that as
the nature of the PE business models respond to a constantly changing environment, so do
the different labour models of platforms. For instance, 9 out of 20 cases were using
algorithmic management. However, there was a clear difference between alternative
business models and extractivist platforms such as Deliveroo. While just 3 out of the 13
alternative platforms use algorithmic management, 6 out of the 7 of the extractivist ones
did. Furthermore, the results highlight the interconnection among governance, economic
model and data and technological policies. Finally, the analysis also signals that alternative
platforms based on digital commons and cooperativistic values are the most democratic.
From this, a set of recommendations regarding the economic dimension is provided to be
applied in the future development of the project. As it would be demonstrated through the
report, we take this set of recommendations into account to guide the PLUS testing:
1. In the platform economy, different models coexist and the different model
characterisation should be taken into account in the PLUS project.
2. PLUS should be an opportunity to promote digital-based cooperatives and alternative
platforms based on democratic governance.
3. The PLUS project should recommend the promotion of public policies to support the
funding of alternative platforms. PLUS could also have a significant role in the
international intercooperation of platform cooperatives, especially promoting better
scalability and interaction among the three pilots involved (Katuma, Fairbnb and
Smart).
4. It is important to holistically analyse each platform to distinguish between the
different models of digital platforms regarding their functioning and impacts, in order
to design public policies according to these differentiations. The Star of Democratic
Qualities of the Platform Economy could be a useful tool for such analysis.
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Literature review on platform labour
The literature review allowed the project to frame some of the core points that appeared in
the debate while formulating the pressing questions that need to be tackled in the project’s
research (D.2.3) and are key to the piloting and further testing of the Charter (D.5.1 & D.5.2)
The first peculiarity mentioned is the use of a wide range of terms including ‘platform’, ‘gig
economy’ and ‘sharing economy’ with ambiguous definitions. The second, is the increased
reflection on problems and challenges related to the platform economy. In particular, it
reflected on how the initially enthusiastic approach to opportunities and advantages related
to the platform economy (in terms of income, employment, and services), moved towards a
more critical approach. A third point included is the limited research and findings of this
emerging field.
All these peculiarities are assessed in terms of their implications which can be summarised in
the following points. First, the PLUS project has not defined a specific account of what
constitutes labour but it aims to be able to offer some light to the concept as the project
advances. The second observation concerns the valorisation of soft skills as essential features
of platform work. Third, the report paid special attention to the lack of appropriate social
security for workers and expressed the necessity of rethinking labour and social protections
for these workers, arguing that the situation is worsened by racialised and gendered
dimensions of discrimination or harassment. Furthermore, these issues in labour status
hamper the traditional forms of unionism based on the delegation principles of standard
labour, which is considered to be a fundamental component of achieving fairer working
conditions and mentions that innovative forms of unionism based on direct activation and
digital networking of workers may be emerging.
The report concluded that the empirical research performed by PLUS would help to better
understand the consequences of platform labour for social protection and welfare as well as
the transformation of urban environments.
Report on SOPO Labs at the local level
This report summarises the main outcomes from the PLUS local social policy laboratories.
Several stakeholders engaged with the platform economy have been recruited to discuss
issues related to labour organisation and workers’ rights. The goal of labs is to trigger a
debate on problems and challenges related to platforms’ expansion in urban areas. The labs
counted with the participation of unionists, workers, policymakers, managers, and experts.
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The legal status of platform workers was a point of hard debate in all labs where it clearly
emerged that it is difficult to define employed or employer conditions. However, a set of
common claims (i.e. minimum wage, social protections, transparency) emerged. At the same
time, the difficulties experienced by municipalities shared a common structure and most
strategies focused on increasing data transparency, innovative agreements, and platform
cooperativism. Finally, due to covid-19, platform workers had to deal with the lack of
adequate social protection and the load of entrepreneurial costs to stay on the platform.
In this regard, almost all the issues mentioned in the SOPO labs are tackled in the Charter.
Although the lack of social protection was a common issue not covered by the Charter, our
testing aims to address this issue and provide recommendations for its final version.
Report on new skills in the platform economy
The D.4.3, which is to be submitted by the end of the project, will collect the contents and
methodologies for the definition of skill in the context of the platform economy, usable and
exploitable for training programs, the guidelines for the use of the MOOC, and the outputs of
the workshops. Although the previous two aspects are in progress, the workshops on new
skills for platform economy workers have already taken place.
In coordination with the PLUS partners in charge of developing the report (SUPSI), we have
already identified aspects that can help us make suggestions to the Charter. The report,
based on current literature and supported by the evidence from all the workshops
performed, will depart from a conceptualisation of “skill” not as something imposed by the
market or by platforms in a top-down direction and a minimum prerequisite to workers to be
able to access a job. Rather, as something common among workers, co-constructed
(including all key stakeholders) and “owned” by them. This would be supported by the idea
that under the platform economy, a new relationship between the workers, consumers and
the platforms appears. In this frame, the concept will be approached as being a space for
political contests deeply interrelated to residence and citizenship rights. In all the training
workshops, migrant workers on platforms like food delivery or cleaning are found to be an
important part of the workforce, and a lot had difficulties in validating their previous
academic or experiential accomplishments.
The report aims to promote the redefinition of skills as something that should consider the
workers’ voice (bottom-up) and contribute to their empowerment. It will pay attention to
how to enhance the up-skilling process, which roles could different actors play, and how this
should be approached from the social protection system. Finally, the report will identify
workers’ demands regarding training such as understanding algorithms, accountancy, legal
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aspects and rights, and languages, etc. The preliminary findings and strategic lines
mentioned are going to help push the Charter forward so that it better meets workers’
needs.

2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1 General methodology
For the three pilots, we have followed the same plan of development based on five phases as
presented in Image 1.

Image 1. Overview of pilot phases in PLUS

In continuation, we provide a detailed description of each of the phases performed followed
by an outline of the detailed actions carried out for each pilot.

2.2 Phases of the testing process
Exploration
The initial exploration phase consisted of making the acquaintance of the pilots, their needs,
opportunities, and challenges to assess the possibilities that the testing had and approach
the delivery phase.
As seen in the image above, 2019 involved initial exploring steps towards piloting, including
the session at the 2019 Smart Cities Expo World Congress (SCEWC) on labour rights with the
pilots10 (Image 2).

10

Link to the streamed session: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EI7NFzFmDxI&t=1308s
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Image 2. Labour & Digital Platforms SCEWC 2019

However, until October 2020, as planned in the Grant Agreement, the actual exploring phase
and the empirically-grounded conceptualisation, which included a set of semi-structured
interviews performed to pilots’ stakeholders (Task 5.2), did not start.
Between October 2020 and January 2021, as part of Task 5.2, a total of 12 semi-structured
interviews (four interviews per pilot) were performed online to stakeholders about the
strengths and limitations of economic performance in terms of growth, working conditions
and redistribution of gains of their organisations and platform cooperatives in general.
Special attention was paid to include questions aimed at identifying the gender perspective
of the listed dimensions.
Semi-structured interviews were used because of their flexibility and freedom that allows us
to cover topics in-depth. The guiding set of questions was based on the Framework of
Democratic Qualities and the codebook (see D.1.2). The stakeholders interviewed were
members of the organisations, providers, customers, technological providers, and workers.
We selected the list of stakeholders after interviewing pilot responsables and analysing their
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role in the configuration of each platform structure model. For example, in the case of
Katuma, an agro-ecological platform cooperative, a producer, an intermediary, a consumer
and the technology provider were selected to consider the whole process of the platform
service: production, distribution and consumption. Special attention was paid to include
questions aimed at identifying the gender aspects. Of the 12 participants, 4 were women
and 8 were men. The interviews, which had a duration of between 30 and 70 minutes, were
performed by three different researchers, recorded and transcribed.
To guarantee homogeneity and reliability of the data, the three researchers first deployed
one or two interviews per case and gathered to adjust the questionnaire. Next, each
researcher analysed the data, which consisted of a DAFO analysis for each of the
aforementioned topics. Finally, to control the quality of our data, a single researcher checked
that all analyses were consistent and verified the data collected.

Design and planning
The design phase was developed in conjunction with the pilot partners between January and
February 2021, mainly through a set of meetings with pilot partners. In this phase, the aims
and specific objectives of each of the pilots were built, and the stakeholders that needed to
be involved in the co-creation sessions and the profiles of the further interviewees were
established. With all the information in place, UOC in collaboration with the pilots started
designing the next interviews and the co-creation sessions. It is to be noted that the pilots
are facing important challenges in terms of funding and have few resources for technological
development. Smooth integration of the rights included in the Charter into the technological
platforms was not possible within the PLUS project time constraints. Therefore, to perform
the testing we had to renounce integrating minor modifications in the pilots’ platforms.

Delivery
The delivery phase of the pilots started in mid-March 2021 and ended in May. This crucial
phase was formed by a survey, a second set of interviews, and the actual co-creation
sessions.
The survey was oriented to gather respondent’s demographic data as well as the pilot's
compliance with the Charter and participants' views on issues concerning their working
conditions and their vision on the rights. Although the survey was slightly modified to adapt
to each pilot, the baseline was to ask a similar set of open and closed questions to obtain
comparable data.
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The second source of pilot data was the second set of unstructured interviews with the
pilots’ stakeholders performed online between March and May 2021 by two different
researchers. Even though the interviews were unstructured to expose ourselves to
unexpected reflections and adjust to participants' perspectives11 (Wildemuth, 2017), the
interview was loosely guided by the main list of rights to encourage a certain degree of
consistency (see D.5.1). From this, we better adjusted the concrete objective of the pilots,
while providing a better ground for further co-creation sessions. Each of the interviews were
recorded and used for the analysis.
The co-creation sessions were designed to gather data to propose specific clauses and
recommendations for the Charter and help to overcome the pilots’ challenges. The
co-creation sessions took place online and were led by the pilots and a researcher from UOC.
Another researcher adopted a non-participant observation role in order to help with data
collection. When participants agreed, we recorded the session. The specificities of the
co-creation session and the second round of interviews varied depending on the pilot, and is
explained in the subsection 2.3.

Analysis
After performing the co-creation sessions, the analysis was performed (May and June 2021).
The final analysis aimed to develop the recommendations for both the Charter of digital
workers’ rights (see D5.1.) and the pilot's further development. The objectives stated in each
section (3.2., 4.2. and 5.2) will serve as a reference for the evaluation. Special attention was
paid to gender aspects.

Dissemination
From the final phase of the pilot (June 2021) until the end of the project, further
dissemination of these pilots' activities is taking place. On June 17th, a PLUS webinar named
“Future of work after covid-19: Platform cooperativism, opportunities and challenges” with
the pilots and other stakeholders involved in platform cooperativism and the upsurge of
alternatives to platform capitalism took place (see D1.2). In November 2021, a PLUS talk is
planned in which the final results will be presented. In addition, if travel restrictions allow, at
the final event in Bologna, a third and final session will take place.

11

Wildemuth, B. M. (2016). Applications of Social Research Methods to Questions in Information and Library
Science, 2nd Edition. ABC-CLIO.
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2.3 Specific methodology and roles for each of the pilots
Fairbnb.coop
Fairbnb.coop is a cooperative accommodation booking platform and global network that
connects hosts with travellers to crowdfund social projects to benefit the local community.
Fairbnb.coop’s beta platform was launched right before the covid-19 lockdowns and travel
restrictions. Very little activity has happened on the platform since then. Nonetheless, the
team has used this unexpected delay as an opportunity to rethink their model and find new
partners to help deploy the platform. The pilot took advantage of this context to help
Fairbnb.coop reflect on issues related to the challenges of working remotely while aiming for
decentralisation and inclusion, key to their model but not as a priority for their survival.
Thanks to the initial interviews performed with Fairbnb.coop’s stakeholders to investigate
Task 5.2 and several meetings with Fairbnb.coop’s partners, we identified several challenges
and opportunities that Fairbnb.coopwas facing. The initial set of interviews planned for Task
5.2 served as the test baseline. These included interviews with one host, one guest, one
ambassador who is also a worker of the cooperative, and one worker of the cooperative
(three men and one woman).
After several meetings between February and March with the core Fairbnb.coop team, we
established a final list of rights to test. On top of the internal challenges guiding our
decisions, we had to take into account the availability of different team members and
schedule priorities to choose the relevant rights to test. For this reason, the rights to tests
are (1) Right to non-discrimination; (2) Training rights; (3) Right to health and safety
protection; and (4) Right to disconnect.
In the delivery phase, a survey, co-creation session, and a second round of interviews were
performed. The survey was designed to gather insights on how Fairbnb was complying with
the selected rights. It was completed by 21 participants (9 women, 10 men, and 2
non-specified persons) aged between 25 and 64. Eighteen participants had pursued
university studies, and 1 secondary studies, 2 did not specify. Ten were workers, 5 were
managers, 9 were ambassadors, 3 were hosts and 1 was a guest, with 4 out of the 21
respondents accumulating more than one role.
The survey enabled us to frame a co-creation session with different stakeholders, namely
workers of the cooperative and local partners, to reflect on each of the selected rights.
Seventeen people participated in the session, including the two co-authors of the report (9
women and 8 men). The four managers participated, 5 workers, 4 local partners, and 2
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individuals cumulating roles of worker and local partner. The session allowed us to assess
how to improve the compliance of Fairbnb on each right, and how to reframe them to better
suit cooperative principles.
On the other hand, four interviews lasting between 30 and 60 minutes were performed
online with the four managers of Fairbnb.coop. The interviews aimed to provide a better
sense of the relevance, compliance, and comments of the Charter for their organisation. In
the Fairbnb.coop Pilot, the roles were as follows:
● Coordinator: UOC
● Consortium partner (s): UOC, Fairbnb.coop
● Community: hosts, guests, cooperative workers, local partners.
Katuma
Katuma12 is an online platform that allows to directly manage orders between producers and
consumers of agro-ecological products. Katuma is currently facing several challenges related
to its initial stage as a project as well as the impact of covid-19 that threatens its economic
and financial sustainability. Due to the lack of available funding, the organisation has one
worker who bears most of the daily work. Therefore, the PLUS Katuma pilot was designed to
work on a set of recommendations for the project and the further exploration of economic
models that could help to ensure the financial sustainability of the project and better
working conditions for its worker(s).
Thanks to the initial interviews with Katuma’s stakeholders to investigate Task 5.2 and several
meetings with Katuma’s partners, we identified several challenges that the organisation was
facing. The initial set of interviews planned for Task 5.2 served as the baseline for the testing.
In total, 4 interviews (two men and two women) with producers, users, and volunteers were
performed which lasted between 40 to 60 minutes. The interviews helped us establish a list
of rights to be tested.
In the delivery phase, both a survey and a second round of interviews were performed. The
survey received 16 answers from 8 women, 7 men and 1 non-specified person aged between
25 and 74 years old. The sample was made up of producers (7 out of 14), members of
consumer groups (5 out 11), intermediaries (1 out of 11), and volunteers (1 out of 14).

12

http://katuma.org/#
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In addition, four online interviews were performed (three men and one woman). The
interviews were carried out with Katuma’s workers, members of the cooperative, producers
and consumer groups managers. All of them were conducted between April and May and
were recorded, except for one case in which the participant asked to not be recorded. In this
last case, special attention was paid to take additional notes. During the second phase of
interviews (during April and May), the decision on the rights to test was reassessed to
include any right that could be found interesting and the co-creation session designed. The
final list of rights to be tested were the right to (1) non-discrimination; (2) training rights; (3)
right to disconnect; and (4) right to a minimum and maximum amount of working hours.
In June the final co-creation session of Katuma’s pilot took place online. The final session was
designed to present the survey results and identify current resources that could help users to
learn the functioning of the platform, listen to the participants' opinions, and discuss
possible strategies for the improvement of internal communication, financial resources,
training, and time management. In this session, 10 participants attended who were users,
producers, members of consumer groups, researchers, Katuma’s workers, and volunteers.
In the Katuma Pilot, the roles were as follows:
● Coordinator: UOC
● Consortium partner (s): UOC, Katuma
● Community: users, producers, consumer groups, researchers specialised in
agroecology, Katuma’s workers and volunteers.
Smart
Smart is a cooperative13 whose mission is to assist freelance workers to develop their own
activity through a secure system. Smart France is in the process of launching a new tool for
the economic and administrative support of its members, particularly for long term contracts
(see 14.1). The timeline for the tool creation was not clear at the moment of starting the
PLUS pilots. For this reason, the PLUS Smart pilot was designed as a preliminary phase to
work on a set of recommendations for the tool and the further promotion of long-term
contracts and better working conditions for all members.
As part of the exploration phase and in order to find a match with Smart challenges and the
PLUS testing requirements, the initial set of interviews planned for Task 5.2 served as the
baseline for testing. In all the interviews conducted for Task 5.2, we asked participants about
13

When it was created it was a non-profit in 1998 and became a cooperative in 2014.
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the main challenges Smart was facing. In total, 4 interviews (three men and one woman)
were performed with smart members, the IT director of Smart, and the cooperative director.
Later on, in the delivery phase, both a survey and a second round of interviews were
performed. The survey had 11 participants (5 women and 6 men) aged between 25 and 54
years old. They were hired by Smart (Grands Ensemble) with part-time contracts (3 out of 11)
and full-time contracts (8 out of 11), some worked for different sectors (6 out of 11) and all
except one participant answered that they were satisfied with their current working
conditions.
The second round of interviews involved four participants (three women and one man). The
participants held strategic positions for the testing in the human resources team, legal
affairs, members advising or had specific knowledge about the projects the organisation was
working on.
After several meetings sessions between February and March with the core Smart team
working on the PLUS project, the final list of rights to test was established. It is important to
take into account that although other rights were interesting, the final selection was made to
adapt to Smart challenges and time scheduling possibilities. In particular, the rights around
transparency and data processing were considered more complicated to test because it
involved mixing Smart internal projects (split to work on different aspects of the tool). For
this reason, the rights to test were (1) Right to information on contractual conditions; (2)
Right to a minimum and a maximum amount of working hours; (3) Right to health and safety
protection; and (4) Right to fair remuneration. However, during the second phase of
interviews in March 2021 with advisors, human resources and Smart members, the decision
on the rights to test was reassessed to include any right that could be found interesting. For
this reason, we added some insights regarding the right to transparency over the algorithm.
Next, two co-creation sessions were performed. The first one aimed to identify recurring
problems in which Smart needed to increase information and improve processes. During the
co-creation session, special attention was paid to identify good human resources practices
that helped members regarding issues such as salary fixing or asking for government
subsidies. This first session took place online on the 14th of April and lasted 3 hours in total.
The ten participants were members of Smart’s internal team who had intrinsic knowledge on
the operational side, the projects to promote long-term contracts or the creation of the new
tool.
The second co-creation session with 9 members of Smart and Smart internal personnel had
the main aim of presenting the Human Resources path project, that had been designed
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thanks to the previous session, and to get feedback from participants, especially Smart
members.
In the Smart Pilot, the roles were as follows:
● Coordinator: UOC
● Consortium partner (s): UOC, Smart
● Community: Smart workers, Smart members, Smart internal workers (Human
Resources Smart, IT Smart, etc.), experts.

3.

FAIRBNB.COOP

3.1 About Fairbnb.coop
Fairbnb.coop is a cooperative accommodation booking platform and global network that
connects hosts with travellers to crowdfund social projects to benefit the local community.
The project originated as a collaboration between different groups across Europe concerned
by the consequences of STR platforms such as Airbnb in their cities. The first was based in
Amsterdam, and “aimed to create a cooperative that would support municipalities in pushing
for better regulation of short-term rentals” (Foramitti et al., 2020, p.5). Through a Guardian
article14 reporting on the nascent Fairbnb.coop initiative, three other groups got in touch to
become what constitutes the platform today. According to Foramitti (2020, p.5), those were:
● “a group of activists from Bologna, who thought about ways to use the revenues from
platforms to empower local people and fund social projects;
● a group from Barcelona that tried to create an accommodation sharing platform that
could be owned and managed collectively;
● a collective from Venice who, based on earlier social movements against municipal
tourism plans, wanted to create a business alternative to Airbnb that would keep the
revenues in the local economy.”
From the very beginning, year 2019, the project was based on remote working and finding a
balance between the different priorities of each group. 2018 marked an evolution of the
project in two directions: Working voluntarily in their spare time, the founders, who had
constituted a board of six coming from the initial groups, decided to seek funding and create
14

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/oct/06/the-airbnb-effect-amsterdam-fairbnb-property-prices-com
munities, Accessed on June 21st, 2021
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a cooperative. Meanwhile, they opened the project to other collectives and networks. To
counteract the centralisation, they created spaces and processes (working groups, weekly
assembly) but this was met with low participation and a lack of general overview. The Italian
workers’ cooperative was constituted at the end of 2018, thanks to the initial funding of
35,000€ from one of the cofounders who invested as a local key partner of the project. Since
then, they have raised 1,224,000€ in capital. The first beta platform was launched at the
beginning of 2020. The new platform was due at the beginning of 2021 but will be released
at the end of June 2021, creating many delays in the deployment of the platform.
To counteract the consequences of practices on Airbnb and offer an alternative model,
Fairbnb.coop aims to create a lawful market that benefits the local community. The money
would stay in the local community while fostering a more balanced relationship between
travellers and locals.
To do this, it implements three platform policies:
- the “one host one home” rule, where hosts can only list one property to avoid the
cases of multi-property listings common on Airbnb, representing a loss for the
housing market, and deriving a large share of revenues on that platform.
- safe data: the data is protected and shared with local administrations when necessary
to ensure compliance with local regulations. This ensures lawful and checked hosts
and projects.
- a community-driven platform, where local communities are the ones driving the
project locally.
Fairbnb.coop rests on an ecosystem of many stakeholders. The platform connects two types
of users: guests with hosts. Fairbnb.coop takes a 15% fee of the booking price. To ensure the
money stays within the community as much as possible, this fee is divided equally; half of
the fee goes to fund a local social project defined by local communities, the other half goes
towards the costs of Fairbnb.coop, and part of it goes to the local partner, known as the
ambassador. The ambassador is in charge of deploying the platform locally. This entails
ensuring Fairbnb.coop is in contact with local administrations and complies with local
regulations. It also means understanding the market, finding social projects to be funded,
suggesting additional policies to tailor the platform to the local needs and looking for lawful
hosts aligned with Fairbnb.coop´s vision. The percentage of the fee going to the ambassador
depends on the number of hosts in their location. The remainder of the fee goes to the
cooperative.
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Image 3. Revenue distribution in Fairbnb.coop.

The current version of the platform allows booking in nine European cities: Amsterdam,
Bologna, Venice, Genova, Barcelona, Granada, Valencia, Marseille, and Porto. The new
release planned for the end of June 2021 will have 32 destinations, both major cities and
countryside, across 8 European countries. They are currently activating another 27 cities and
creating the first 3 national nodes, which gather all the activated cities in one country.
Fairbnb.coop is currently an Italian workers cooperative based in Bologna with two different
member categories: worker members and financing members. In the current configuration,
each worker member can express one vote in the assembly, independent from the capital
they own. Workers represent two-thirds of the votes independently from the number of
people represented in the assembly. To become a member, workers need 4,000€ in capital.
Financing partners can cast one vote for each share they own (of a value of 200€) but all
together they cannot express more than one-third of the votes of the assembly. Within that
third, votes are counted as a percentage of the capital they invested. Fairbnb.coop currently
has 21 workers, and 24 members of the cooperative including 7 funders.
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Fairbnb.coop is evolving from a worker’s cooperative to a more inclusive and complex
structure capable of including other actors of the ecosystem on its governance at every level
(both global and local).
Main challenges and opportunities
The challenges Fairbnb.coop is facing are related to its initial stage of deployment, increased
by the consequences of the covid-19 crisis. Fairbnb.coop is currently operating with a basic
beta platform, where many functionalities users expected to find are missing and existing
functionalities create much friction. The beta version of the platform was launched at the
beginning of 2020, right before the enforcement of travel restrictions linked to the covid-19
pandemic. This put a drastic halt to its nascent activities and slowed their ability to reach
critical mass needed for their business viability. As a result, most of their collective energy
focused on having an operational platform, necessary to have any activity. This process has
experienced many delays. This has further increased the need for seed funding to cover
operations and development while they start generating enough money through the
activities on the platform. This also implies that the effort has been placed on the
stakeholders involved in developing and deploying the platform, rather than the end-users.
As aforementioned, Fairbnb.coop has adopted a geographically distributed organisational
structure. This gives more autonomy to the workers of the cooperative and the ambassadors
while operating with limited costs. Fairbnb.coop’s team currently consists of 21 workers, as
well as 30 local partners, also known as “ambassadors”, both scattered across several
European countries. All communication happens online via the numerous tools and channels
used by Fairbnb. Many stakeholders only interact with the department they work with and
know very few of the other workers or ambassadors. In addition to this, the centralisation of
some operational decision-making to the board of managers, results in a certain lack of
transparency:
“I think it's a general issue at Fairbnb that the horizontal communication is not as
transparent as everybody would like it to be.” [FF12_technology]
The lack of transparency creates a challenge in terms of creating a consistent and shared
organisational culture with all stakeholders and facilitating knowledge exchange given the
variety of stakeholder experiences. New ambassadors, in particular, need training. Most of
them are familiar with the tourism industry but not the specificities of working for a
platform. They need to use a variety of skills ranging from negotiation to marketing and
communication, business development, and legal and tax issues on short-term rentals.
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The workers of the cooperative are all currently hired as freelancers with a one-year contract
stipulating the number of weekly hours, rather than being directly employed. The intention is
to hire them in the near future when economic activity has been consolidated. Ambassadors
sign a collaboration contract and have autonomy and flexibility on when and how they
perform their work:
“I've got a family with two small children aged five and seven (...) and when I need to,
when I cannot participate in a meeting where I was supposed to participate, or where
I want to participate, I can ask to reschedule the meeting and usually there are no
problems to reschedule to meet my personal needs. (...) usually, there is a lot of
flexibility.” [FM11_ambassador]
Nonetheless, as a young start-up, precarious funding, lack of sufficient income, and initial
demands put a lot of pressure on the team. Moreover, national working cultures differ in
terms of when the workday should start or end or when and how to take breaks. Putting
boundaries to balance solving urgent problems with the commitment to the project can
prove challenging.
Another challenge involves ensuring diversity and inclusion within Fairbnb.coop. Despite
more than half of the workers being women, the 4 senior managerial positions are all
occupied by men, only a third of ambassadors are women, and out of 24 individuals who are
members of the cooperative, only 3 are women. All operational levels are concerned by a
gender imbalance in terms of participation and there is currently no gender equality plan.
This could notably lead to biases in the design of the platform or of the processes within the
organisation. Fairbnb.coop is aware of the situation and is reflecting on how to create spaces
to prevent and tackle potential situations of abuse. This is directly related to wider
considerations on how to ensure the safety of workers as well as users of the platform,
whether hosts or guests.

3.2 Pilot’s general aim and objectives
The pilot aims to address the challenges mentioned in the previous section while testing
some rights directly related to those and taking into account the variety of stakeholders of
the organisation. We understand that challenges related to the funding and current platform
development are beyond the scope of this pilot. Fairbnb.coop’s software has a basic
match-making algorithm to connect travellers to the hosts in the desired locations. This kind
of technology is not the one at the core of debates around short-term rental platforms' uses
of algorithms. Unlike Airbnb, Fairbnb.coop is using neither a price recommendation
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algorithm, nor a listing ranking algorithm. We then focus instead on creating a shared and
horizontal organisational culture, ensuring well-being, and ensuring inclusion and diversity.
Fairbnb.coop pilot challenges
Creating a shared and
horizontal organisational
culture

Ensuring well-being

Ensuring inclusion and
diversity

Table 1. Fairbnb.coop pilot challenges

As a result, the rights to test are: (1) training rights; (2) right to non-discrimination; (3) right
to disconnect; and the (4) right to health and safety protection. The objective is to test these
rights while supporting the work already started by Fairbnb.coop. The training rights testing
will be done within the frame of the Fairbnb.coop Academy, which is creating a series of
tools and content to facilitate knowledge exchange and shared values among different
stakeholders. The right to non-discrimination testing will help to define what inclusion means
for Fairbnb.coop and which governing bodies and protocols should be put in place. Testing
the right to disconnect will take into account how to work around the current flexibility of
workers without implementing control or measurement tools.
1. Objective 1: Help Fairbnb.coop in the process of transforming its different training
tools for ambassadors.
2. Objective 2: Reflect on what processes and governing bodies are needed to tackle
discrimination and promote inclusion.
3. Objective 3: Better understand issues around work/life balance in a fully remote
organisation.
4. Objective 4: Create awareness around issues of health and safety.

3.3 Results: how the pilot helps us to redefine the Charter
Rights to be tested
The pilot relies upon four of the Chart of Digital Workers’ Rights. We analyse each of them, in
terms of the meaning of their concepts and normative poles and we explore their role in the
pilot. We first clarify which profiles are entitled to the rights, according to the Charter to each
of the rights tested. In this regard, the right to non-discrimination, training rights, right to
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health and safety protections, and the right to disconnect apply to all stakeholders working
to deploy and offer their work on the platform:
“Anyone who offers his or her work to a digital platform, either directly, as a provider
of services that are carried out offline and online, or indirectly, as a corollary to the
provision of goods (such as a home)” (D5.1. pp: 16).
If the workers developing and deploying were not at the heart of the reflection when the
Charter was elaborated, the pilot gives us a rare opportunity to better understand the
working conditions in a platform at an initial phase, when users are still few and the work of
a few workers crucial to the survival of the platform.
3.3.1.1 Right to non-discrimination
In the Charter, the right to non-discrimination states that (1) any form of discrimination on
the grounds of gender, ethnicity, language, religion, belief, disability, age or sexual
orientation, personal and social conditions and trade union membership towards workers is
prohibited; (2) the discriminatory effects generated by automated or algorithmic systems
that organise labour or services within the economic activity of the digital platform are under
the responsibility of the digital platforms themselves; (3) any form of control and
investigation of the opinions of workers by the platforms as well as any investigation and
processing of information other than that concerning the performance of work and
professional skills of platform workers is forbidden.
Fairbnb.coop complies with Clause (1) and it also complies with the prevention of
discrimination since the platform does not perform any type of control on the opinions of
workers (Clause 3). The platform does not use any automated or algorithmic decision-making
systems to organise labour or services (Clause 2).
One of the challenges of applying Clause 1 in a remote-working organisation such as Fairbnb
concerns creating the spaces to be able to discuss and report such cases. Creating the
necessary trust for people to feel confident that they can report, be heard, and no action will
be taken against them is another challenge. Clause 1 could integrate the need to create
processes to report such cases and that no action will be taken against workers reporting
such issues.
Regarding the prevention of discrimination, other aspects of platforms beyond automated or
algorithmic systems stated in Clause 2 should be taken into account. The design of the
platform and its functionalities can help reproduce existing biases and discrimination in
society. For example, research has documented that in the United States, Black users of
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Airbnb are less likely to receive bookings when they are hosts and are less likely to be
accepted as a guest15. The platform could monitor how marginalised communities and
categories of the population are affected by the design choices of the platform.
Another important issue to consider is that of discrimination related to the conceptualisation
of professional skills in Clause 3. It does not specify what and how professional skills are
going to be established and by whom, which may lead to platforms establishing what
constitutes a professional and what does not. How do we establish that a host is a
professional one? Shall we do it because they have a specific number of pictures? Because
they answer rapidly to guests? Because they received special training? etc. Throughout the
pilot, participants stated the need to go beyond non-discrimination to add inclusion and
diversity in the Charter. An organisation may harbour discriminatory practices but may not
necessarily be inclusive, as reflected by the survey of Fairbnb.coop. Only two of the
twenty-one respondents had reported witnessing discriminatory practice but a quarter of
the respondents found it was “very little” or “not at all” inclusive. Not only is being inclusive
a way to reflect the values of the platform but it also aims to create a fairer platform. This
can be reflected among other dimensions in the recruitment policy: changes in managerial or
technical positions may have a direct impact on the platform design.
3.3.1.2 Training Rights
Regarding training rights, the Charter states that: (1) The platform must provide the worker
with the necessary skills to carry out the activity; (2) The platform must actively contribute to
the worker's training and the enhancement and preservation of their professionalism; (3) In
the case of the assignment of new tasks or the modification of those previously carried out,
the training must be updated.
In the case of Fairbnb, the first aspect to clarify is how this right applies to different types of
workers, whether workers of the cooperative, ambassadors, or hosts. It is also necessary to
clarify which digital devices and tools are involved including the platform itself as well as the
different communication tools used by the company outside the platform.
The training that the direct workers of the cooperative receive complies overall with the
different clauses. All workers learn how to use the specific communication tools used by the
cooperative (mail, chat, and forum) as well as skills specific to their area of work. The training
on how each works and how to use them could be improved.

15

https://www.fastcompany.com/90460723/airbnbwhileblack-the-inside-story-of-airbnbs-racism-problem
Accessed June 23rd 2021
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Ambassadors responsible for the deployment of the platform in their city need a wide array
of hard and soft skills. Skills needed range from negotiation to marketing, intercultural
communication, business development, legal and tax issues on short-term rentals, and
community building. The survey in Fairbnb.coop’s case revealed that ambassadors felt that
the organisation is only partially addressing these training needs. Many different tools and
spaces have been created to facilitate this learning in both synchronous and asynchronous
ways to adapt to the availability and remoteness of each ambassador. The internal
communication tools are the most used and valued. These are followed by the “co-learning
sessions”, where ambassadors can learn about platform updates and the development of the
organisation. The manual for ambassadors on how to activate their city was only used by half
the respondents and received mixed ratings. The online video course “How to activate a local
node” was not well known, barely used and received a very poor rating. Fairbnb.coop tries to
comply as much as possible with the three clauses regarding ambassadors but the diversity
and complexity of the skills needed requires constant monitoring and readaptation at this
stage of how to best deliver this training. The cooperative is also currently working on a
manual for hosts.
A notable reflection stemming from the co-creation session concerns who defines the skills
needed. Both individuals and the team as a collective should proceed to assess and analyse
the skills needed to perform their job. Platform workers, notably ambassadors, should be
active in helping define and transmit knowledge needed by and to others. The role of the
organisation is then to find the appropriate processes and channels to help facilitate this
training rather than defining it ex-ante.
This leads us to another key reflection from the co-creation session: the need to go beyond
training and think in terms of learning. While training is focused, task-oriented and primarily
serves the organisation's needs, learning is continuous, holistic, and puts the individual’s
needs in the centre.
3.3.1.3 Right to Disconnect
Regarding disconnection, the Charter states that: (1) The platform guarantees platform
workers the full right to disconnection from the digital devices when they are not performing
tasks and when they have not made themselves available; (2) The disconnection from digital
devices does not penalise any aspects of the working relationship; and (3) The geolocation
devices may not remain in use outside the time during which the work is performed.
First of all, Fairbnb.coop uses no geolocation devices whatsoever, so Clause 3 does not apply
to their case. The other two clauses have to be examined for the different types of workers.
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Given the delays in platform development and residual activity on the beta platform with the
covid-19 lockdowns and travel restrictions, hosts on Fairbnb.coop had barely (if any) activity
this year. With a lack of data on the profiles and needs of hosts in terms of platform use, the
pilot could not assess the compliance and thus need for specific disconnection protocols or
features.
Regarding workers of the cooperative and ambassadors, the questions regarding the right to
disconnection were related to the aforementioned internal communication tools rather than
the platform itself since their activity is carried out through them. The questions were
answered by only half of the respondents. It may be attributed to a lack of understanding of
the question or to an unwillingness to answer the question. Nonetheless, of those who
answered, 8 of the 10 answers (both workers and ambassadors) thought Fairbnb.coop was
guaranteeing the full right to disconnection from the internal communication tools and 8 of
13 answers considered that disconnection did not penalise them. This paints a dual picture
that disconnection is not as central a topic in the cooperative as it could be, and that overall,
Fairbnb complies with the first two clauses with some room for improvement.
An added element of complexity in the case of workers of the cooperative and ambassadors
concerns collaboration and remote team management, compared to platform workers
realising tasks on their own. Stemming from the survey and the co-creation session,
reflections on the right to disconnection were related to the company's working culture and
the use of tools. Guaranteeing full disconnection in a start-up at the initial phase entails
establishing clear norms about working hours (their maximum number, the need for breaks
and days off) and respecting each individual’s responsibilities and needs. The need for
coordination is key and thus having a clear sense of when the other workers or ambassadors
are available to meet is important. It thus connects to the right to a minimum and maximum
amount of working hours. This leads us to question the fact that the right related to working
hours is in the second circle, applying only those in a regular and direct relationship with the
platform and should be placed in the first circle, applying to both those with a regular and
irregular relationship to the platform, with the right to disconnect. It also highlights the need
to clarify the use of internal communication channels to allow for more asynchronous
communication.
3.3.1.4 Right to health and safety protection
The right to health and safety protection states that: 1.1 Digital platforms protect the health
and safety of their workers and collaborators, regardless of the legal qualification of the
relationship, taking all appropriate measures to evaluate, prevent, and reduce all health and
safety risks; and 1.2 platform workers also have the right to be protected against
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psycho-social risks, in particular against violence and harassment occurring in the course of,
linked with or arising out of work.
Second, regarding risk insurance, platforms must take out insurance covering workers and
the risk of accidents and occupational disease, as well as the risk of damage to possible road
accidents with cover for damages to third parties (2.1). When the public system of insurance
against occupational accidents and diseases does not cover platform workers, digital
platforms must provide private insurance at their own cost and expense (2.2).
Third, regarding protective equipment, the Charter proposes that: 3.1 The platforms have to
provide, free of charge, to all workers, suitable tools and devices for health and safety,
appropriate to the work to be carried out; 3.2 The platforms assume the obligation to verify
that any equipment owned by the worker is adequate; and 3.3, The platforms must
reimburse all or part of the maintenance costs of the instruments functional to the
performance of the service.
Next, regarding information obligations of platforms, it considers that: 4.1. Each platform
worker must receive adequate information: a) on the risks to health and safety at work
associated with their work; b) on the protective and preventive measures and activities taken
by the platform and that the platform shall provide instructions to platform workers about
the conduct to be taken in the event of serious, imminent, and unavoidable danger (4.2).
Finally, it includes a training obligation. In particular, it states that each platform worker must
receive adequate training in health and safety, with particular reference to the risks related
to the activity carried out; the possible damages and the consequent prevention and
protection measures and procedures (5.1).
Fairbnb.coop complies with Clauses 1.1, 1.2, 4.1 and 4.2. Regarding the clauses on
information, because of covid-19, Fairbnb.coop has created specific guidelines for all users of
the platform, not only workers. Following recommendations by the World Health
Organisation, a page on how to travel safely16 is dedicated to hosts and guests, although they
explicitly do not recommend travelling while travel restrictions are still in place. A form is also
open for questions to Fairbnb.coop regarding health and safety. A major difficulty resides in
keeping updated and releasing relevant guidance for each country in an ever-evolving
situation:
“We can do more but I have no idea really because the hosts are not waiting for us,
they get a lot of resources and information from websites, every nation has their own
16

See https://fairbnb.coop/safe-travel/
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regulations. From our point of view we are just referring to general information.”
[FM24_manager]
Regarding the workers of the cooperative and ambassadors, since they are not directly
employed but hired as freelancers or have a collaboration agreement, the responsibility is
put on them, with the added challenge of working for a fully remote company. Health and
safety in their case are directly related to this right to disconnection:
“Because we’re remote working there’s only so much we can do. We don’t push
people to be on the computer, we are not checking people. Because we’re all in a
professional (freelancer) environment, this is mostly delegated to the individual. We
can’t force them to switch off, but we can’t force them to be online. We never ask for
presence if it’s not a meeting that is agreed between people. It’s difficult for a fully
remote company to enforce this.” [FM24_manager]
Regarding Clause 2, the only insurance the platform currently provides to hosts is a
cancellation policy. Because of their initial stage and low level of activity they have no
bargaining power and were not able to negotiate with an insurance company to provide
insurance covering hosts at an affordable rate. Being able to provide insurance is thus a
challenge at their current stage of development. For workers of the cooperative and
ambassadors, it is considered their responsibility because of their type of contract.
Clause 3 on protective equipment was a source of doubts for Fairbnb.coop and how it
applies to them:
“All this seems to be more about people working with appliances or people working
with tools provided by the company so I don’t think this applies to us.”
[FM24_manager]
It is thus necessary to further clarify what is meant by protective equipment. No specific
equipment is currently provided to hosts, nor to workers of the cooperative or ambassadors.
Regarding Clause 5, there is currently no specific training for any type of worker. An insight
from the co-creation session was that the platform should facilitate knowledge exchange
between peers. They have direct, hands-on and more current experience and should be able
to share it directly.
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3.4 Social Impact: Return to Fairbnb.coop, dissemination and
actions of advocacy
Thanks to the Charter testing, Fairbnb.coop’s pilot was able to work on some of its main
challenges: ensuring inclusion and diversity, creating a shared and horizontal organisational
culture, and ensuring well-being. The first challenge of ensuring inclusion and diversity is
directly related to the right to non-discrimination. The results of the co-creation session
pointed to the need to create safe spaces and culture for workers to be able to express
themselves freely and the need to train workers internally on non-discrimination. Other
inputs regarding the need to have an external audit on such matters and to modify the HR
recruitment policies to favour diversity. This should be reflected in the corporate identity and
communications and extend to the relationships with external stakeholders.
As a result, Fairbnb.coop is planning the creation of a Diversity Committee and an external
conflict resolution body. The diversity committee, made of experts, would ensure diversity,
safety, and non-discrimination at every level inside the ecosystem. This committee will be the
one in charge to define the policies, measurement tools and protocols to promote diversity
practices and avoid abusive situations both in terms of gender, sexual orientation,
nationality, etc. The external conflict resolution body will be the operative side of the
Diversity Committee. While the Committee will act more as a consultancy and policy entity,
the conflict resolution body will be active day to day as a space to report any abusive
situation. Its role will be to manage conflict resolution as well as to ensure the policies and
tools defined by the Diversity Committee.
The second challenge of creating a shared and horizontal organisational culture was more
directly related to training rights but also to the right to non-discrimination. The participative
process and the co-creation session resulted in reinforced bonds by giving the opportunity to
interact with other workers and ambassadors. Fairbnb.coop is in the process of redesigning
its learning material for ambassadors, to centralise the material dispersed in many channels.
This internal wiki will gather the main questions, learnings and concerns among the different
local communities linked to Fairbnb.coop. This shared repository will help new arrivals to
identify the best practices that can be replicated in the different local communities or nodes.
It will be complemented by other channels in development, such as the internal thematic
working groups or the monthly talks about general topics relevant to the cooperative, such
as regenerative tourism, cooperativism, etc. This improvement of current tools and the need
for clearer training material was one of the demands of the co-creation session. The most
important conclusion of the co-creation session was the need to put at the centre the
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stakeholders involved rather than create only top-down processes. Ambassadors should have
an active role in their learning process, by having a co-creation role.
At the same time, this can only happen if Fairbnb.coop knows its missions and values and can
communicate them to all stakeholders. This will be done through a corporate culture
manifesto. A series of collaborative workshops in the summer of 2021 will gather workers,
and local partners of Fairbnb.coop to debate their corporate culture. They will set the pillars
that define how workers interact, collective values, and how conflicts are managed inside the
company. Additionally, to guarantee values are enacted by hosts, Fairbnb.coop is creating a
peer to peer (P2P) assessment of “Super-FairHosts”. Specific indicators will be defined so
every host can make a self-assessment to evaluate how “Fair” he or she is, taking into
account environmental sustainability, diversity and non-discrimination. They will then sign a
contract before being accepted on the platform. This profile can be checked and evaluated
by other users who help confirm the profile and the specified indicators.
Last, ensuring well-being was addressed by tackling the right to health and safety protection
and the right to disconnection, but also addressed through the right to non-discrimination,
regarding safe spaces and having a body for conflict resolution. Actions derived from the
co-creation session were related to the need to create better protocols and ensuing training
regarding health and safety for teleworking. Psychological well-being was emphasised, due to
the current isolation of workers and local partners, and the need to create more spaces for
informal exchange and bonding. This is also directly related to improving workers’ right to
disconnect from their working tools. The next step is implementing a calendar for all workers
and local partners to have a better sense of others' availability.
The results found during Fairbnb’s testing were presented in the “Future of work after
covid-19: Platform cooperativism, opportunities and challenges” on the 17th of June. They
will also be presented during a PLUS talk in October 2021.

4.

KATUMA

4.1 About Katuma
Katuma17 is an online platform that allows to directly manage orders between producers and
consumers of agro-ecological products. Initially promoted by the Coopdevs Association,
Katuma aims to offer a technological tool to facilitate the operation of consumer groups that
want to consume agro-ecological and local products directly from producers (Espelt, 2020).
17

http://katuma.org/#
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Coopdevs pushed Katuma until it had taken off enough to be able to launch the Katuma SCCL
cooperative in the summer of 2019.
In the beginning, Katuma wanted to design a tool from scratch. However, once the project
had kicked off and after mapping existing models, they realised it would not be efficient.
Then, the team came across the Open Food Network project (OFN from now on) and decided
that it was better to use all the tacit knowledge to join a global project.
Open Food Network (OFN) is a collaborative global network of local non-for-profit
organisations that co-develop Free Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) that is shared around
the different localised online platforms and communities called instances (e.g. Open Food
Network in the UK, Open Food Network in Australia, Open Food in France, Katuma in Spain,
Open Food Network in Canada). OFN develops its own platform thanks to a technical team of
certified collaborators both paid and unpaid who work on a daily basis. Moreover, the
owners of the platform are the users. Each instance of OFN is organised institutionally in the
way it deems most appropriate based on its legal environment.
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Image 4. Katuma is an instance of the OFN in the Iberian Peninsula.

In this context, Katuma has become a cooperative. It started with the funding of a
crowdfunding program and the contributions to the share capital of the founding members.
Almost for a year and a half now, and as an additional source of income, Katuma has
introduced fees to both the user groups and producers for using the platform .
Katuma presents itself as a flexible platform that allows different ways of organising the
exchange between different stakeholders (consumers, producers, consumer groups,
producer groups and other private or public entities). The following figure depicts how these
different stakeholders relate to each other.
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Image 5. Main scenarios on how different stakeholders relate to each other.

In the first scenario, a producer runs his own online store to sell his products to any type of
consumer. Examples of producers who use this model are Capfoguer18, El jardí dels Sentits19
and Hericamps20.
Producer groups are another type of stakeholder that share a store to share management
and logistics tasks (Scenario 2). They are generally small producers in rural areas where there
is little supply of logistics services and it is more difficult to take previous scenarios. They can
be informal or formal groups as is the case of Mengem Garrigues21.
The third scenario corresponds to stores managed by consumer groups. They are usually
urban and they group together to make possible the direct relationship with agro-ecological
producers without intermediaries. Katuma facilitates logistics, lowers the cost, and allows a
relationship of knowledge between producer and consumer. These groups can be informal
like Ridorta22, a group of families that come together to make shared purchases or a
consumer cooperative like Cardedeu Autosuficient23. Usually, these groups only allow the
consumers who are part of the group to purchase, although they do allow the general public
to purchase but reserve more favourable conditions to its associates.
In the fourth scenario, there is an intermediary which manages a store and has a goal beyond
profit. They are usually formal entities as in the case of Territori de Masies24 which is a mixed,
agricultural, service and consumer cooperative that aims to boost the social and economic
18

See https://app.katuma.org/capfoguer/shop
See https://app.katuma.org/el-jardi-dels-sentits/shop
20
See https://app.katuma.org/hericamps/shop
21
See https://app.katuma.org/mengem-garrigues/shop. They started as an informal group but they formalised
the group as a cooperative a short time ago.
22
See https://app.katuma.org/ridorta-grup-de-consum-ecologic-d-horta/shop
23
See https://app.katuma.org/cardedeu-autosuficient/shop
24
See http://territoridemasies.cat/coop-de-territori/
19
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activity of a rural region, the south of Solsonès, with a fairly dispersed population and which
uses Katuma to be able to manage online orders from its local consumers to local producers.
In the last two scenarios, 3 and 4, some producers do not have their own store in Katuma to
sell to new customers but only supply their products to current customers. This relationship
with Katuma is given in two ways. Some producers manage their own profile, their products
on the platform, and receive orders from stores through Katuma. An example of this would
be L’Aresta. In other cases, store managers directly manage products and producer profiles
with their consent. Producers receive orders through their usual channels (email or phone).
Main challenges and opportunities
Katuma is currently facing several challenges relating to its initial stage as a project and the
impact of covid-19. First of all, regarding challenges, the platform is still in its earliest days of
development and this implies that for profiles that have a higher level of activity it does not
completely fulfil their needs. For instance, the platform does not allow to mark the price
depending on the weight of the product or to split products into different categories to make
the purchase of certain commodities such as wine more appealing.
“Katuma should be, as a platform, more flexible locally, being able to adapt to the
needs here. Either project will be lost when they grow or have needs that at the OFN
level cannot be solved.” [Open answer in the initial survey]
This, in turn, connects with the fact that as part of an international network that shares the
same technological platform, with limited resources and a democratic decision-making
process, to introduce changes in the platform they have to be interesting and a priority for
most instances in the network. As a consequence, to satisfy local requirements that are not
shared among the Open Food Network (OFN), instances have to gather their own sources of
funding to develop their own tools. Unfortunately, the financial resources in Katuma’s case
are very limited. Katuma relies mostly on users’ monthly quotes - that range from 2€ per
month to 50€ plus a 1% commission from the sales25- but the income generated through
quotes is quite insignificant since it rarely goes above 250€ a month.
The limitedness of Katuma’s financial resources links with the workforce model of the
organisation, currently characterised by only having one employee under a part-time
contract and thus being highly dependent on volunteers. A key logical priority for Katuma is
to gain new users to make the model economically sustainable but this provokes a vicious
circle. Since the platform is not very usable, there is a high learning cost that is translated
25

See http://katuma.org/pricing.html.
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into a considerable amount of hours dedicated by the only employee to teach potential users
and current users to use it. According to [KM21_worker], another key aspect that prevents
Katuma from gaining new members is the digital illiteracy of some of its potential members.
The main challenge in terms of working conditions is that this role is sometimes done in
hours outside the employee’s workday. However, it also implies that this person does not
have time to recompile the different demands by users made in terms of platform
development and passing on these petitions to the OFN, which implies that certain proposals
that may have been appealing to other OFN instances are not presented or that it takes more
than one year. This connects with another important issue that is that since small consumer
groups and producers do not have the economic resources to pay higher monthly quotes,
Katuma’s financial sustainability depends on bigger producers. As one participant in Katuma’s
co-creation session commented:
“Research has shown that it is not possible to make Katuma economically sustainable
by enlarging the number of small producers and consumer groups, bigger ones should
be prioritised.” (Researcher agroecology and Katuma’s user, co-creation session, May
2021)
Historically, Katuma has only had two users with this profile. However, these two users have
recently announced that although they believe in Katuma’s mission they will stop using it
because it does not cover their needs. Therefore, an important challenge for Katuma is to
find an alternative strategy to make its model sustainable while ensuring better working
conditions for its members.
Fortunately, since the upsurge of the covid-19 pandemic, the number of users of the
platform has increased at both the international level (as OFN) and in Katuma’s case (see
Chart 1) showing the potential of the OFN platform. In other words, Katuma finds itself in a
quite strategic moment.
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Chart 1. Total number of suppliers and customers OFN.

4.2 Pilot’s general aim and objectives
Katuma’s challenges are related to its economic model that generates a vicious circle that
acts to detriment working conditions. Indeed, Katuma’s challenges can be summarised as
gaining new users and rethinking the economic model, while improving working conditions
and internal processes so that users' demands reach OFN channels.
Katuma pilot challenges
Gaining new users

Working conditions

Improve
communication

internal

Table 2. Katuma’s pilot challenges.

The general rationale of the pilot is to contribute to address the challenges mentioned and
improve the Charter of Digital Workers’ Rights. In other words, by testing the Charter of
Digital Rights we are contributing to addressing the aforementioned Katuma challenges
(Table 1). The challenges that Katuma is currently facing in relation to the Charter are directly
related to the following rights: (1) Right to a minimum and a maximum amount of working
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hours; (2) Right to disconnect; (3) Training rights; and (4) Right to non-discrimination. For
instance, one of the projects Katuma is working on is developing a horizontal training
methodology that also serves as a way of structuring all the content. By testing this idea, we
also analyse the role that “training” has in Katuma’s case and how we could integrate specific
clauses in the Charter that contribute to the professionalisation and upskilling of platform
workers.
We can distinguish a set of more concrete pilot objectives. In particular, during Katuma’s
pilot, attention will be paid to the following objectives:
1. To address the knowledge that the members have about the working conditions of
the contracted person.
2. Contrasting and looking for spaces of complementarity between those people who
volunteer / not.
3. Reflect on how to optimise coordination spaces in the community in the framework
of the implementation of practices that respect the right to disconnect and the right
to care.
4. To value the support provided and the collective knowledge (to value the
implementation of bonuses, as recognition to the community) and test the interest of
cooperative members in participating or not.

4.3 Results: how the pilot helps us to redefine the Charter
Katuma’s pilot relies upon four rights on the Charter of Digital Workers’ Rights while
indirectly intersecting with three other rights. In this section, we analyse each of them, in
terms of the meaning of their concepts and normative poles and we explore their role in the
pilot.
Before getting into the details of the testing of each right, it is important to consider which
profiles are entitled, according to the Charter, to each of the rights tested. In this regard, the
right to non-discrimination, training rights, and the right to disconnect apart to be entitled to
the only employee of Katuma are also for the producers and shop administrators, as well as
volunteers of the organisation. However, according to the Charter, the right to maximum and
minimum working hours is only applicable to Katuma’s employees.
In this regard, although in the first circle the Charter uses ‘worker’ as a concept which may
lead to some confusion, we include it as it is indeed suggested in the Charter “Anyone who
offers his or her work to a digital platform, either directly, as a provider of services that are
carried out offline and online, or indirectly, as a corollary to the provision of goods (such as a
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home)” (D5.1. pp: XX). For this reason, despite being the only worker at Katuma, we also
consider the users who set up shops and provide content to Katuma’s platform entitled to
the aforementioned rights.
4.3.1.1 Right to non-discrimination
In the Charter, the right to non-discrimination states that (1) any form of discrimination on
the grounds of gender, ethnicity, language, religion, belief, disability, age or sexual
orientation, personal and social conditions, and trade union membership towards workers is
prohibited; (2) the discriminatory effects generated by automated or algorithmic systems
that organise labour or services within the economic activity of the digital platform are under
the responsibility of the digital platforms themselves; (3) any form of control and
investigation of the opinions of workers by the platforms as well as any investigation and
processing of information other than that concerning the performance of work and
professional skills of platform workers is forbidden.
Clause 1 is largely compiled by Katuma. The same is for the case in terms of prevention of
discrimination since the platform does not perform any type of control on the opinions of
workers (Clause 3). Finally, the platform does not use automated or algorithmic
decision-making systems to organise labour or services (Clause 2).
Indeed, what is more propositive for the Charter is that Katuma, as an instance of the Open
Food Network, is based on a set of values (see Image 6) from which not only
non-discrimination is prohibited but inclusion is promoted:
“We build a people system. Care and empathy for each other lie at its heart,
celebrating
solidarity,
diversity,
inclusivity
and
tolerance.”
(https://www.openfoodnetwork.org/values/)
In this sense, learning from cooperative experiences and values, the Charter could adopt a
more propositive approach that prevented not only exclusion but fostered inclusion among
platform work.
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Image 6. Open Food Network Values.

4.3.1.2 Training rights
The Charter states that: (1) The platform must provide the worker with the necessary skills to
carry out the activity; (2) The platform must actively contribute to the worker's training and
the enhancement and preservation of his professionalism; (3) In the case of the assignment
of new tasks or the modification of those previously carried out, the training must be
updated.
In Katuma’s case, although in the case of the only employee of the company compliance with
the right was complete, we found room for improvement. First, regarding the first clause, the
activity that may be more challenging inside Katuma’s platform is setting up a virtual shop.
As will be explained in more detail in the next section, Katuma devoted a considerable
amount of resources to teach users how to use the platform.
Regarding the second clause, related to enhancing workers' professionalism, Katuma was
doing it unconsciously. Indeed, the majority (13 of 16) of the participants in the survey
considered that Katuma had contributed in some way to enrich their professional skills.
However, what is understood as enhancing ‘workers professionalism’ is a very subjective and
ambiguous concept if used without any kind of clarification. In this regard, we consider it
may be useful to find support on standard parameters to establish what is considered
professional.
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Moreover, regarding the third clause, the problem was not in relation to tasks changing but
to the platform changing and being updated. In other words, the task had not changed but
some technical aspects of the platform had, and this required relearning. In this regard,
despite having developed some new content in the form of webinars and YouTube videos,
some participants in the co-creation session were not aware of their existence. Moreover,
the main manual has not been updated since 2018. As a consequence, users started to
develop their own manuals. Therefore, we consider that including a specific mention of
changes in the platform and not only to tasks may be useful. The possibility to introduce
clauses to provide more detail on what amount of training is expected and what is
considered as enhancing professionalisation of workers and providers should be considered.
4.3.1.3 Right to disconnect
Regarding disconnection, the Charter states that: (1) The platform guarantees platform
workers the full right to disconnection from the digital devices when they are not performing
tasks and when they have not made themselves available; (2) The disconnection from digital
devices does not penalise any aspects of the working relationship; and (3), The geolocation
devices may not remain in use outside the time during which the work is performed.
The right to disconnect in Katuma’s case is not that meaningful for people who are setting up
an online shop but to the actual employee of Katuma. The main reason is that setting up a
shop is mostly done by a producer at their discretion, and although it may take some time to
learn the platform functioning, once the shop is settled - which according to some
interviewees does not take more than a day of work - it is not a time-consuming activity, and
this allows them to adjust their time dedication to their personal and family needs.
Employees of Katuma, although they may be considered platform workers because of
providing services directly or indirectly to the platform, do not have their work managed
through a platform and are not subjected to geolocation. Nevertheless, digital devices such
as instant messaging and emails do affect them. They receive emails that sometimes need a
rapid response outside their working hours. In this case, there is not a system to show
availability in the way that a courier for an on-demand delivery platform can do which blurs
the boundaries between available time and working time, but provokes that some available
time is not recorded anyway and is not considered as working time.
It may be then of interest to the Charter to provide some clarification on terminology, as well
as to consider that although some platforms have all the communications embedded in their
own platform and therefore disconnection from it may be enough, but to other platform
workers, disconnection from the platform may not have any effect, since they may rely on
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other channels. For this reason, a more detailed definition of ‘digital devices’ and what are
‘tasks’ may be useful, as well as, to consider how people entitled to the right make
themselves available. It may be of interest to consider the ways in which people entitled to
the right make themselves available and include some mechanisms for the adequate
monitoring of time.
4.3.1.4 Right to a maximum and a minimum number of working hours
In the Charter, the right to a maximum and a minimum number of working hours is split into
8 subsections. First, working time is considered the time in which the platform worker is
available by the platform (1.1) and it is stated that: (1.2) During the whole working time the
platform worker has to be paid; (2.1) A maximum weekly working time should be set,
according to the national legislation on working time for employees or to the provisions of
collective bargaining; (3.1) The platform requires the worker to communicate the number of
weekly working hours for which he/she is available or the period in which the service is
offered; (3.2) Within this number of hours or this period, the platform must guarantee the
work or, if there is not enough demand, the remuneration or compensation; (3.3) The worker
has the possibility to change the number of available working hours or services to be offered,
with a frequency that may be defined in collective bargaining between the platform and the
worker.
Second, regarding the predictability of the work patterns the Charter states that: (4.1)
Platform workers must be informed in advance about arrangements for determining their
working time; (4.2) When the weekly availability of each worker is not predefined, the digital
platform shall inform the worker of hours and days within which the worker may be required
to work, the minimum notice period to which the worker is entitled before the start of a
work assignment and the deadline for cancellation; (4.3) The same rules apply for the
platforms operating a short-term rental service; (4.4) Workers should be able to refuse a task
assignment if it does not fall within the hours and days on which the worker may be required
to work or if it has not been notified to them in accordance with the minimum notice period,
without suffering any negative consequences for having refused it.
Third, regarding the right to bargaining on work time patterns, the Charter states that: (5.1)
The choice of the working time model should be discussed with the trade unions or workers’
representatives. Next, regarding daily rest periods, the Charter states that (6.1) the platform
worker shall, in any case, be entitled to fourteen consecutive hours of rest every 24 hours
and that night work is considered to be work done from 22:00 to 7:00am (7.1). Finally, it
includes the right to refuse a task for a legitimate reason by including that (8.1) workers can
refuse to work on a slot for legitimate reasons such as illness, or care duties and, in any case,
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in which the refusal of a task is associated with the exercise of a right, such as the right to
strike, without any negative consequences and, (8.2) they can also refuse to work on a slot
for no reason two times each month without any negative consequences.
According to the Charter, in Katuma’s case, the only figure who is attached to this right is
Katuma’s employee. In this case, as it will be explained below, 1.1, 3.2, 4.3, and 4.4, do not
apply while 1.2, 2.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1 are already included in the general national labour code.
Finally, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, 8.1 and 8.2. are not tested in this pilot and will be analysed in the
Smart pilot.
In 1.1 it is assumed that all the work is performed through or monitored by the digital
platform. While this may be more representative of certain cases such as platform couriers, it
is not the case for short-term rental hosts that perform activities such as cleaning
accommodation or welcoming hosts. This is the same in Katuma’s case, the time available to
the platform is not all the working time, they also perform activities outside of the platform
such as commercial meetings with potential producers. This implies that 3.2 is not
completely applicable, again according to the Charter, they are considered platform workers,
but their work is not managed through a digital platform. Moreover, tasks within the pilot
cannot be considered as microtasks, gigs or similar, but they are formed by very different
activities which may imply that 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 are not very useful. Finally, as stated in the
national legislation, the project complies with the 1.2, 2.1, 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1.
For this reason, it may be interesting to reconsider what is working time and ensure its
adequate monitoring so that all the activities performed and time devoted are considered
and remunerated. Another important topic is to take into account that although the most
well-known platforms are characterised by having workers on-demand and splitting work
into tasks or gigs, there are certain cases in which this is not the case, which may need
further specification.

4.4 Social Impact: Return to Katuma, dissemination and actions of
advocacy
One of the guidelines for the testing activities is that they had to be meaningful for the pilots
by providing a clear benefit for their future development. Thanks to the Charter testing,
Katuma’s pilot was able to work on some issues that had already been proposed internally in
201926, but in part due to lack of resources they were postponed or cancelled. The goals
26

Notes of the first trimestral session of Katuma:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/111jOGCJh1bpF73ZuP-g2iTf3j-ZoSsH454j62kiNFDQ/edit
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established in that session were already related to the financial sustainability of the project
and the communication channels, with the different types of stakeholders. For instance,
regarding financial sustainability, some aspects included in the Agenda were the services
included in the quotes, the proposition of other services, how to incentivise to be a
collaborator partner, etc. During the PLUS pilot, we worked on several aspects that were
useful for Katuma (stated in section 13.2.). Next, we present the results in relation to each
objective.
We aimed to address the knowledge that the members have about the working conditions of
the contracted person. During the first set of interviews and thanks to the results of the
survey, we realised that there was not a clear picture of how many people were working in
Katuma and their working conditions. Only 2 out of 16 participants answered the question
correctly (so only one person hired). The other answers ranged from 0 (5 out of 16) to even
more than 10 people (2 out of 16). In this regard, one aspect that was found that may benefit
Katuma in increasing transparency is letting members know about this situation.
However, and related to the second objective - which was contrasting and looking for spaces
of complementarity between those people who volunteer and those who do not. Very few
participants (3 out of 16) claimed to resolve their doubts in paid time. Many of the
participants resolved their doubts either in their free time or time spent engaging in
associative activities (9 of 16). In this regard, most participants 12 out of 16 had not heard
any reference time to resolve doubts.
Regarding the third objective, “to reflect on how to optimise coordination spaces in the
community in the framework of the implementation of practices that respect the right to
disconnect and right to care”, we realised that although the current dynamics were being
very detrimental to Katuma's only worker and being a barrier for the organisation’s
long-term sustainability, most participants were satisfied with the current channels used and
only 4 out of 16 thought that communication should be improved. Email was the main
channel for resolving questions (8 of 16), followed by instant messaging (5 of 16). Both the
website and the newsletters were considered not useful in this regard (only 1 of 16
considered them useful).
We found that one of the main reasons why the users and potential users of the platform
needed support from Katuma is because the platform is not very user-friendly. When users
had not relied on Katuma’s personnel, they had done their own manuals, guidebooks, and
tools. The fact was that despite Katuma having its own guidebook, it had not been updated
since 2018. At first, one of the short-term objectives was to update this guidebook. However,
the survey results showed that participants considered that increasing the information in the
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guidebook is necessary but they thought that FAQ's needed an update (3 of 16). During the
co-creation session, participants mentioned that it was not the guide that they found useful,
but the different webinars and YouTube videos. Indeed, one of the suggestions made during
the session was to develop an interactive manual with a simplified definition of all the
concepts. In the long-term, however, the creation of chatbot and new telegram channels
were the most voted ideas. This will help Katuma to devote its reduced resources to the
aspects that users find the most useful.
Fourth, related to the training rights, we aimed to value the possible implementation of
higher quotes and to consider training sessions as an extra service. Only 2 out of 16 people
considered Katuma to solve all their training needs to facilitate their experience with the
platform. However, the majority (13 of 16) of the participants considered that Katuma had
enriched their professional skills. This may be an interesting area to develop further, despite
the fact that no respondent considered Katuma to have done it a lot and 3 considered that it
did nothing.
In this sense, among the most demanded training was general training about different
functionalities of the administrator profile (10 of 16), training to learn digital communication
skills to get in touch with new and potential members of consumer groups (3 of 16), and
training to promote the sale of products in the platform (3 of 16). Finally, half (8 out of 16) of
those surveyed would like to explore horizontal methodologies but there was no interest in
paying for training on how the platform works (10 out of 16 were not willing to pay).
When evaluating the implementation of bonuses and quotes, we realised that there is an
informal figure in Katuma’s organisational structure that devotes time to explain Katuma to
other possible producers or consumer groups and teaches them how to use the platform.
These figures were key for Katuma’s growth and had a role in professionalising the sector by
helping non-heavy tech users to get immersed in digital tools. During the co-creation session,
we asked participants how they would promote this role and most of them considered that
this profile should have an extra commission from the sales they facilitate.
To sum up, the testing of the Charter will help Katuma devote their reduced resources to
aspects that are found more useful by members. By working on certain aspects related to the
Charter, such as training rights, Katuma found their strategic areas, such as its potential role
in professionalising the agroecological sector by teaching digital skills. In this sense, although
members were not disposed to pay for training related to learning the functioning of the
platform, during the co-creation session and the set of interviews several participants
mentioned that they would be interested in training related to their daily work.
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The results found during Katuma’s testing were presented in the “Future of work after
covid-19: Platform cooperativism, opportunities and challenges” on the 17th of June. They
will also be presented during a PLUS talk in October 2021.

5.

SMART

5.1 About Smart
Founded in Belgium in 1998, Smart is a cooperative27 whose mission is to assist freelance
workers to develop their own activity through a secure system. In 2009, Smart France was
created. By 2014 Smart had 14 offices in France. Today, Smart consists of more than 100,000
members from eight European countries28. Smart’s mission operates behind the rationale
that by joining Smart, members benefit from social protection attached to paid employment
while keeping the autonomy and flexibility of working as independent workers. However, in
Smart’s value proposition, there is also the objective to relieve independent workers from
accounting and financial management by offering them specialised services at a lower cost29.
In particular, Smart relieves members of having to create a business and manage their
projects and budget within the cooperative. Smart gives ‘freelancers’ access to online
invoicing tools as well as multiple services such as information, individual training and legal
advice, a social professional network, co-working spaces, insurance, etc30. Among these
services excels the access to Smart’s guaranteed salary fund that according to Smart permits
to pay workers within 7 days even if their customers have not paid31.
Although Smart initially started as a cooperative to support workers in the cultural sector,
with the expansion of labour market flexibility and so the increased use of non-standard
figures, Smart has evolved to include a wide variety of professions including couriers,
consultants, and even urban farmers (Image 7).
Smart offers members support in all the administrative aspects. In particular, Smart pays the
different social contributions and taxes to the relevant institutions and the salary to the
member. It also takes care of the social declaration. By becoming Smart members, members
have access to invoicing and activity tools. These tools are addressed to both simple invoices
and more complete ones for professionals who have a more complex workflow (working as a
27

When it was created it was a non-profit in 1998 and became a cooperative in 2014.
See https://www.smartfr.fr/
29
See https://www.smartfr.fr/des-avantages/
30
See https://www.smartfr.fr/des-services-mutualises/
31
See https://www.smartfr.fr/smart/
28
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collective, receiving subsidies, invoicing intellectual property rights, having important
professional expenses).
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Image 7. Screenshot Smart website: “Pour Qui?” [For Who?]32

The Smart management cost is 8.5% of members invoiced amount (VAT excluded) in France.
This 8.5% is the percentage that goes to the salary guarantee fund and to cover joint
services. Smart members in Paris must also pay a social share of 30€ per calendar year to be
associates in the cooperative and to be able to use its tools.
Smart does not only offer services to ‘independent workers’ but also to associations and
cultural enterprises33 that normally employ different categories of workers both intermittent
and inside the general regime (in France CDI, CDD or CDDU) to cover the needs of their
project. Smart offers to outsource the management for these companies without stopping
them being the employer. In particular, Smart pays for the wages and social security quotes
in the name of the employer. By doing so, the employer only needs to pay a unique invoice
to Smart which is 6.5% of the cost of the employer (including salary and quotes of the
employer).
Main Challenges and Opportunities
Smart’s project mission of providing social security while ensuring the autonomy and
flexibility of workers faces many challenges. First of all, the current platform and
management tools used to help members with the administrative burdens are quite
outdated since they were created more than 20 years ago [SM14_headdevelopment].
Second, most Smart members are related to sectors characterised by being low-paid and
unstable which makes Smart’s sustainability challenging for two reasons.
First, since their wage and working contract type is established depending on their billing,
most members only get access to short-term contracts which, of course, do not ensure the
stability of long-term ones, hampering the fulfilment of Smart’s mission. Second, one of the
key benefits that members get by joining Smart is that the organisation ensures that they are
going to be paid irrespective of their customers paying the bills. This implies that Smart has
to cover these unpaid amounts through a collective salary fund that, in turn, depends on the
contributions of members. This is challenging because unpaid bills or bills paid at 90 days or
so are frequent in the sectors that most members work in. The situation is further
exacerbated in harsh economic periods such as the covid-19 induced one. All of which causes
difficulties for the economic sustainability of Smart.

32

see: https://www.smartfr.fr/pour-qui/

33

See https://www.smartfr.fr/des-services-mutualises/
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Second, despite Smart guaranteeing that their members are going to receive the money,
even if they do not get enough invoices or/if they are not paid, in such a case they become
indebted towards Smart and this may end up in a damaging situation for them:
“When the employer-employee does not reach his minimum monthly billing, the
expenses related to his employment contract are, therefore, higher than the receipts.
In any case, as an employer, we are obliged to pay you your salary. However, your
cash flow will be in deficit, you will get a negative cash flow and therefore you will
have a debt with the cooperative. The situation can be compensated when the
following month the entrepreneur achieves a turnover above the monthly minimum.
Therefore, this month's surplus will compensate for the previous month's deficit. If at
the end of the employment contract, the salaried employer has a negative cash flow,
he must reimburse the cooperative. This is an obligation that is foreseen in the
employment contract. You can either pay the debt in full at once or sign a debt
acknowledgement in which we will set the negative cash amount and the number of
monthly payments. This is not uncommon, but we do our best to avoid it. If the
advisor is attentive to the economic situation of the activity, there are mechanisms to
overcome this situation (unpaid leave, lower salary, etc.).” [SM21_legaladvisor]
For these reasons, Smart has established several strategic priorities. First, they want workers
from sectors characterised by better economic conditions to join the cooperative. By doing
so, they would ensure that the social protection of workers in more precarious conditions
can be met while ensuring the financial sustainability of the organisation. Second, well aware
that workers should be adequately informed about their rights and liabilities, they want to
increase transparency and improve internal procedures. By doing so, they aim to minimise
certain negative situations, for instance, when a worker becomes indebted towards Smart.
Finally, they plan to develop a new administrative tool for long-term contracts, so workers in
better-paid sectors can find the tool adapted to their needs and then increase the number of
members with this profile in Smart.

5.2 Pilot’s general aim and objectives
The general rationale of the pilot is to address the challenges mentioned, and test and
improve the Charter of Digital Workers Rights. The set of challenges were discussed in the
first set of meetings with Smart’s internal team and tested in the initial survey. The survey,
which as stated in the methodology section (see section 2 of this report) only received
eleven answers, outlined very important challenges and areas for improvement within
Smart. Most importantly, most of these challenges directly intersected with Smart’s mission.
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Members considered mostly administrative facilitation (10 out of 11), access to social
protection (10 out of 11), and the payment guarantee (6 out of 11) as the aspects that made
Smart a useful tool. However, only 36.4% of the respondents considered that thanks to Smart
they had better social protection, 18.2% that it would be more or less the same without
Smart’s participation and 45.5% that Smart paper had worsened it. Guided by several
interviews with Smart’s advisors and human resources among others, we concluded that it
was a problem of communication. In this sense, in the initial survey, all respondents
considered that the information that Smart gave to them regarding their access to
employment benefits and social protection could be improved.
For all these reasons, the main aim of the pilot is to increase transparency and accessibility
for members to their social security data linked to social protection rights and overall
working rights. Therefore, to test the rights to health and safety protection and transparency
and accessibility of information, the Smart pilot proposed a set of final objectives:
1. Increase transparency and accessibility for members to their social data linked to
their social security, health and working rights, etc.
2. Making members more aware of their social and health rights.
3. Provide inputs/protocol/recommendations for the new tool that will be created34 in
France for the economic and administrative support of their members - particularly
for long-term contracts.
In other words, by testing the Charter of Digital Rights we are also examining how Smart can
resolve their internal challenges: developing more updated tools; minimising the cases in
which Smart members become indebted by automating and improving the process in which
these cases are detected; increasing transparency and accessibility regarding social security.
For instance, by helping Smart to structure all the content and increase their internal
transparency, we gather insights on the type of data that may be useful for workers. In
particular, it helps us to integrate specific clauses in the Charter that contribute to increased
transparency and social protection in platform work.
Smart internal challenges
Developing more updated
tools

To minimise the cases in
which Smart members
become indebted.

Increasing transparency and
accessibility regarding social
security

Table 3. Smart internal challenges.
34

The timeline for the creation of this tool is not clear yet.
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The challenges that Smart is currently facing in relation to the Charter are directly related to
most of the rights included in the Charter. We proceed to test the following:
On the one hand, from the first circle: (1) Right to information on contractual conditions; (2)
Training rights; (3) Right to health and safety protection. On the other hand, all the rights
from the second circle are also tested (5) Right to a minimum and a maximum amount of
working hours; and (6) Right to fair remuneration.
In a second stance, the right to transparency over the algorithm is also analysed. Other
important aspects that appear in the pilot related to miscommunication and are not included
in the Charter are all the rights related to social security. This would be approached in the
“Analysis and Comparative Assessment” section.

5.3 Results: how the pilot helps us to redefine the Charter
The pilot relies on six rights on the Chart of Digital Workers Rights. We analyse each of them,
in terms of the meaning of their concepts and normative poles and we explore their role in
the pilot.
In Smart’s case, although the first circle of rights would apply to a wide variety of Smart
stakeholders and the second circle would also apply to the internal personnel, we focus the
analysis on Smart members, that is people who make use of Smart services to get access to
an employment contract with additional autonomy and flexibility.
Right to information on contractual conditions
The right to information on contractual conditions states that as a first option (1.1) the
activities performed for the platform are regulated based on an individual contract between
the worker and the platform, signed and dated, containing all the working conditions
complying with the mandatory provisions of the law and collective agreements. However, it
also states that (2.1) in absence of an individual contract, digital platforms are required to
provide their workers with prior and complete information on all the working conditions
complying with the mandatory provisions of the law and collective agreements.
In both cases it considers that (3.1) digital workers must be informed at least of the essential
elements of the labour relationship, defined in compliance with applicable mandatory
legislation, and especially a) the identities of the parts of the relationship; b) the workplace,
including the territory in which they operate; in case of absence of a fixed or predominant
workplace, the principle that the worker is employed in different places or is free to
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determine his place of work; c) the nature or category of the employment and the
characteristics or a summary description of the work; d) the nature or category of the
contract concluded with the platform, even if it is not an employment contract, and detailed
identification of the tasks and obligations the worker is required to perform e) the date on
which the employment relationship starts; f) whether it is a temporary employment
relationship, the date on which it ends or its expected duration; g) the agreed remuneration,
as well as the periodicity and method of payment; h) if, due to the nature of the
employment, it is not possible to indicate a fixed work schedule, the platform must inform
workers of the arrangements for determining their working time; i) the procedure, including
the length of the notice period, to be followed by r the digital platform and the worker in the
event of termination of employment; j) the minimum number of paid hours guaranteed,
proportionate to the availability time provided by the worker; k) any working tools that may
be assigned and information on them, including concerning the possibilities of remote
monitoring of work; l) the existence of an insurance cover in the event of accidents and
damage to digital workers, or third parties, during the performance of the service.
It also states that (3.2) any changes in the elements as defined in paragraph 3.1 must be
supplied by the digital platform to the workers’ representation and trade unions before the
changes occur. Any changes in the elements as defined in paragraph 3.1 must also be
supplied by the digital platform to the digital workers in a written document as soon as
possible on paper or electronically. Third, it considers that (3.3) the worker and the trade
unions have the right to request the opening of negotiations on changes to contractual
conditions. Finally, regarding the timing and mode of the information it states that (4.1), in
absence of an individual contract, digital workers and users have the right to be informed of
the rights and obligations arising from the working relationship before the start of work and
before any changes and that anyway, (4.2) the information must be clear and comprehensive
and easily accessible.
As in Katuma’s case, all the activities performed by Smart members are not managed
through the digital platform but the platform acts as an administrative tool. Therefore, if
working time was considered the only time devoted to the digital platform this would be
incoherent.
Second, in relation to 1.2, Smart grants members an individual contract that complies with
the general labour code in France. In particular, members negotiate with their clients all
aspects of their contracts (tasks, the price, dates, etc.) afterwards, they declare that
assignment through their website before starting to work. Then Smart gives the contract to
the freelancers who need to make sure that it is duly signed by the client and themselves if
they want Smart to validate it:
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“By choosing to work through Smart, freelancers work as salaried workers employed
in very short term contracts and with the particularity of negotiating the details of
their assignment directly with the client.” (What is Smart, pdf: 1)
However, as explained before, Smart gathers up professionals from a wide variety of sectors.
In this regard, Smart is supported by Grands Ensemble, a cooperative of general activities (in
French: coopérative d’activités et d’emplois (CAE)), and as such gathers up a wide variety of
economic activities. For that reason, they do not apply any collective agreement but the
general dispositions of the French labour code [SM21_legaladvisor].
Regarding 3.1, there is some information that is given to the member and some that is not.
All the respondents from the survey considered that Smart did give them the appropriate
information regarding e) the date on which the employment relationship starts; c) the nature
or category of the employment, and the characteristics or a summary description of the
work; f) whether it is a temporary employment relationship, the date on which it ends or its
expected duration; g) the agreed remuneration, as well as the periodicity and method of
payment; h) if, due to the nature of the employment, it is not possible to indicate a fixed
work schedule, the platform must inform workers of the arrangements for determining their
working time; k) any working tools that may be assigned and information on them, including
concerning the possibilities of remote monitoring of work.
However, 2 out of 11 respondents considered that a) the identities of the parts of the
relationship; b) the workplace, including the territory in which they operate; in case of
absence of a fixed or predominant workplace, the principle that the worker is employed in
different places or is free to determine his place of work; and l) the existence of an insurance
cover. Moreover, 4 out of 11 participants stated that Smart did not give them information
regarding i) the procedure, including the length of the notice period, to be followed by the
digital platform and the worker in the event of termination of employment and 6 out of 11
stated the same for j), that is information regarding the minimum number of paid hours
guaranteed, proportionate to the availability time provided by the worker.
Finally, although all respondents considered that Smart gave them the appropriate
information regarding the first part of d) the nature or category of the contract concluded
with the platform, 5 out of 11 considered that Smart did not give them any detailed
identification of the tasks and obligations the worker is required to perform.
The information that seems to be communicated by Smart to members is mainly because of
two facts. First, as an expert in French law explained that the Smart labour model is not
suited to the concept of employee:
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“Traditional French labour law is not perfectly suited to the status of
employer-employee. Despite the existence of the concept of employer-employee in the
Labour Code, many provisions cannot be applied to this condition. The
employer-employee situation implies a certain freedom for the employer that
contradicts various obligations of the employer (control of working time, safety
obligation, knowledge of the actual workplace, etc.). It is necessary to complete the
legislative texts related to the employer-employee.” [SM21_legaladvisor]
This implies that certain clauses such as a complete identification of the tasks of the workers
(second part of d) are not performed. In addition, thanks to the co-creation sessions and
interviews, we realise that the main problem is communication between Smart and its
members. This is indeed the main driving force to launch the Human Resources Path. This
miscommunication problem implies that although members have some of the rights outlined
above, they are not familiar with them. Nevertheless, it is important to consider that Smart
cannot and does not modify the labour contract without the consent of the employee.
Therefore, the information regarding 3.2 is quite complete but considering the heterogeneity
of platform work and the adaptability with which the Charter is conceived, split c and d into
two parts may help to disregard cases in which only one of the clauses is not fulfilled.
Training rights
Regarding training rights, the Charter states that: (1) The platform must provide the worker
with the necessary skills to carry out the activity; (2) The platform must actively contribute to
the worker's training and the enhancement and preservation of his professionalism; and (3)
in the case of the assignment of new tasks or the modification of those previously carried
out, the training must be updated.
As previously indicated Smart reaps professionals from different sectors who perform a wide
range of activities. Smart complies with all the clauses of the training right. However, both
facts make the provision of adequate training by Smart difficult because during the field
work performed for this project we could depict that there is wide room for improvement. In
this regard, there are some inputs from the Smart pilot that can help to nourish the Charter.
Smart tries to promote training and professionalism of its members, not only to comply with
the French labour code but also as part of its organisational culture, but sometimes training
opportunities do not reach its recipients. This is because of several reasons. First, the
information regarding training must be asked by members proactively. Second, members are
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the ones who should ask for the training they need so that Smart looks for options. Third,
some of the training available has a cost for the member.
This, in turn, links with several concepts that may be vague in the Charter such as “necessary
skills”, “actively contribute” or “professionalism”. In particular, what is conceived for each of
these concepts may vary among companies and workers. Moreover, companies may have
the incentive to provide training that gives workers specific knowledge of the company
functioning not transferable to other jobs, for instance. As a consequence, it would be
interesting to avoid this or similar situations happening by adding special clauses to protect
workers’ interests. In this regard, we suggest the inclusion of three clauses. One that states
that the platforms must adapt to workers’ needs, and therefore, workers must be asked for
the training they consider necessary. Second, we consider it pertinent to include a clause
that states that the training needed to perform the activity, especially non-transferable
training, must be free of charge. Third, we suggest including at least general guidelines
regarding periodicity and insensitivity of both the training and the recompilation of workers'
needs to ensure the right is satisfactorily fulfilled.
Right to health and safety protection
The right to health and safety protection states that: 1.1 Digital platforms protect the health
and safety of their workers and collaborators, regardless of the legal qualification of the
relationship, taking all appropriate measures to evaluate, prevent, and reduce all health and
safety risks; and 1.2, platform workers also have the right to be protected against
psycho-social risks, in particular against violence and harassment occurring in the course of,
linked with or arising out of work.
Second, regarding risk insurance, it states that the platforms undertake to take out insurance
covering workers and the risk of accidents and occupational disease, as well as the risk of
damage to possible road accidents with cover for damages to third parties (2.1). And that
when the public system of insurance against occupational accidents and diseases does not
cover platform workers, digital platforms must provide private insurance at their own cost
and expense (2.2).
Third, in relation to protective equipment, the Charter proposes that: 3.1. The platforms
undertake to provide, free of charge, to all workers, suitable tools and devices for health and
safety, appropriate to the work to be carried out; 3.2. The platforms assume the obligation to
verify that any equipment owned by the worker is adequate; and 3.3, The platforms
undertake to reimburse all or part of the maintenance costs of the instruments functional to
the performance of the service.
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Next, regarding information obligations of platforms, it considers that: 4.1. Each platform
worker must receive adequate information: a) on the risks to health and safety at work
associated with their work; b) on the protective and preventive measures and activities taken
by the platform and that the platform shall provide instructions to platform workers about
the conduct to be taken in the event of serious, imminent, and unavoidable danger (4.2).
Finally, it includes a training obligation. In particular, it states that each platform worker must
receive adequate training in health and safety, with particular reference to the risks related
to the activity carried out, the possible damages and the consequent prevention and
protection measures and procedures (5.1).
Although there are possibilities to change for the better, especially by improving the
information workers receive (4.1 and 4.2) and making sure all workers perform the
mandatory training (5.1), Smart complies with 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2. It does not comply with
3.1 or 3.3 since workers are not provided instruments, tools, or equipment for the adequate
performance of their work free of charge.
One of the suggestions made during the testing was to include, as a reinforcer of 5.1, a
clause that ensures that health insurance is included.
The clauses regarding the provision of information 4.1 and 4.2 were found the most
impactful. However, relating to 2.1 and 2.2, we consider that it may be interesting to add a
clause that includes information regarding social protection. During the fieldwork of Smart’s
pilot, it was mentioned that sometimes workers have some rights that they do not take
advantage of because they do not have the information.
“This information is useful. One of the reasons why entrepreneurs enter the
cooperative is for social protection but there is a misuse of the social protection within
the Cooperatives because we don’t know what we are entitled to; we don’t know how
it works; how much it costs. So it’s a paradox because we join the cooperative
wanting more social protection but in the end, we don’t use it very much. So creating
practical sheets to inform the members is interesting. That’s what’s interesting in a
cooperative because we are like a normal company in the sense that it employs and
provides social protection but in a normal company, they don’t go as far in the process
of informing their employees about this information [...] In the classic companies,
employees are told that they have to take vacations, because it is compulsory, and it
puts the employers at fault if they don’t. So people take time off. In this sense,
subordination also comes with a form of protection. When you are autonomous,
nobody tells you what to do, so you lose a form of protection. Most salaried
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entrepreneurs are extremely voluntary and don’t always take the time off that they
need, so if no one tells them, they don’t take it. [name], my advisor, has sometimes
taken this role with me, forcing me to take my time off. So we also need a little push
from the cooperative so that people take their paid vacations. A practical sheet should
exist to explain to people that there is 5-10% integrated for paid vacations.” (Member,
second co-creation session, May 2021)
Another of the suggestions made during the testing was to include, as a reinforcer of 5.1, a
clause that ensures that health insurance is included. However, another problem is that
sometimes, the information regarding the health insurance systems and social protection
systems is complex:
“In France, our health insurance system is complex and not necessarily
understandable to everyone. A person who is not used to these topics may have
difficulty understanding. The plurality of actors within the French Social Security and
the existence of specific regimes can make the matter unintelligible. Given the
technical nature of health insurance, some workers do not carry out certain
procedures and do not enjoy certain rights. This public must be educated for a better
use of their rights. Simplification is needed.” [SM21_legaladvisor]
These findings are in line with the findings spotted in WP2 (see D2.3) in which it is depicted
that workers are not fully aware of the rights they are entitled to, not only for the complexity
of certain laws but also because of their changing nature. For instance, in Spain,
self-employed workers can access benefits regarding the cessation of activity and some are
not aware of it. For these reasons, we consider that it may be interesting to include a clause
(4.3) that states that platforms also have the obligation to provide understandable
information regarding their social security rights.
Finally, 3.1 and 3.3 may add some ambiguity since it does not state clearly which tools may
be provided free of charge or what does imply a partial reimbursement. Moreover, it may be
the case that platforms take time for the reimbursement of the cost in order to gain some
liquidity at the expense of workers (see D.2.3). For this reason we suggest modifying them to
“3.1. The platforms have the obligation to provide free of charge the tools and devices
necessary to perform the activity including those needed for health and safety”; and 3.3 to
“Platforms must bear all of the maintenance costs of the instruments functional to the
performance of the service.”
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Right to a minimum and a maximum amount of working hours
In the Charter, the right to a maximum and a minimum number of working hours is split into
8 subsections. First, working time is considered the time in which the platform worker is
available by the platform (1.1) and it is stated that: (1.2) During the whole working time the
platform worker has to be paid; (2.1) A maximum weekly working time should be set,
according to the national legislation on working time for employees or to the provisions of
collective bargaining; (3.1) The platform requires the worker to communicate the number of
weekly working hours for which he/she is available or the period in which the service is
offered. (3.2) Within this number of hours or this period, the platform must guarantee the
work or, if there is not enough demand, the remuneration or compensation; (3.3) The worker
has the possibility to change the number of available working hours or services offered, with
a frequency that may be defined in collective bargaining between the platform and the
worker.
Second, regarding the predictability of the work patterns the Charter states that: (4.1)
Platform workers must be informed in advance about arrangements for determining their
working time. (4.2) When the weekly availability of each worker is not predefined, the digital
platform shall inform the worker of hours and days within which the worker may be required
to work, the minimum notice period to which the worker is entitled before the start of a
work assignment and the deadline for cancellation. (4.3) The same rules apply for the
platforms operating a short-term rental service. (4.4) Workers should be able to refuse a task
assignment if it does not fall within the hours and days on which the worker may be required
to work or if it has not been notified to them in accordance with the minimum notice period,
without suffering any negative consequences for having refused it.
Third, regarding the right to bargaining on work time patterns, the Charter states that: (5.1)
The choice of the working time model should be discussed with the trade unions or workers’
representatives. Next, regarding daily rest periods, the Charter states that (6.1) the platform
worker shall, in any case, be entitled to fourteen consecutive hours of rest every 24 hours
and that night work is considered to be work done from 22:00 to 7:00 (7.1). Finally, it
includes the right to refuse a task for a legitimate reason by including that (8.1) workers can
refuse to work on a slot for legitimate reasons such as illness, or care duties and, in any case,
in which the refusal of a task is associated with the exercise of a right, such as the right to
strike, without any negative consequences and (8.2) they can also refuse to work on a slot for
no reason two times each month without any negative consequences.
Smart is an interesting case to analyse in this regard, since its own existence relies on offering
workers some of the characteristics of self-employment under employment figures. One of
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the arguments that Smart defends is the possibility to provide social security at the same
time that workers are entitled to autonomy and flexibility regarding both tasks and working
time. The organisation shares some characteristics with Katuma in the sense that working
time is not only the time managed and/or monitored by the platform (1.1 and 1.2).
Although complying with the national labour code in terms of the maximum weekly working
time was a huge concern of the Smart internal team, only half of the respondents (5 out of
11) considered that a limit should be set. A possible reason behind this is that although
French law states that workers should not work more than 40 hours per week in total, thus
taking into account their different employers, a significant proportion of Smart members are
in a multi employment situation which, in practice, may hamper compliance with this law.
3.1 and 3.3 do not concur mainly because Smart members are in charge of looking for their
customers and they have autonomy in scheduling their working time, Smart does not
interfere. 3.3. Nevertheless, since workers may depend on the income earned through the
Smart arrangement, they may lose some autonomy to make an additional amount of money.
In this regard, since it is not that easy to ensure it is adapted to the workers needs and not to
external factors (3.1). In particular, it must be considered that autonomy and flexibility is not
independent of income and therefore a fair and decent remuneration of workers must be
ensured. In this regard, an additional clause may be useful to interlink the right to a fair
remuneration with the right to minimum and maximum working hours. Moreover, regarding
3.3. proposing a concrete time may reduce uncertainty and ambiguity and this time should
be agreed with trade unions.
Smart does not act as an intermediary between the demand and the workers and therefore
cannot guarantee work, but guarantees workers the remuneration when the demand drops
(3.2). Smart partially complies with 4.1. and 4.2. since Smart members are informed that
they can arrange their working time freely but clients may have a counterbalancing power on
determining their schedules and dedication. Nevertheless, the latter may be a minor matter
since 9 out of 11 respondents considered that they autonomously decided their schedule,
while only 2 out of 11 considered that clients had a role (one answered that customers had
complete control, and the other answered that it was bargained with the client). Moreover,
when asked on how they organise their working time, any respondent considered to have to
work on a certain day and at a certain time depending on the needs of others, while 4 out of
11 considered to have to do it on a specific day but with schedule flexibility, in coordination
with other people, and 6 out of 11 considered that they had complete freedom, since they
answered that they to do not have to work certain hours or days and they neither have a
minimum or maximum stipulated hours. This is the case, even though most members
considered that on a scale from 0 to 5, "0" being "does not change at all" and "5" "varies a
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lot", the total number of hours they spent per week varied quite a lot, 4 being the mode
(with 54.5% of the answers), and 63.6% in total if we consider both 4 and 5 (see Chart).
Moreover, despite being Smart employees, 81.8% of the respondents considered that they
independently decide their time dedication, and although 18.2% considered the client
influences to some degree, any participant considered Smart had any role.
In this regard, in relation to the Charter, it is important to make sure that workers are not
only informed about how to arrange their working time but that they can bargain for it. In
this sense, we envision a collective right (5.1 and the specific right) not as something
optional for platforms but as something transversal with all the rights (4.1 and 4.2).
Moreover, regarding 4.4 “workers should be able to refuse a task assignment if it does not fall
within the hours and days on which the worker may be required to work or if it has not been
notified to them in accordance with the minimum notice period, without suffering any
negative consequences for having refused it”, it may be appropriate to employed workers but
not to self-employed, who if they saw this rule passed, would lose autonomy and flexibility.
Next, regarding daily rest periods, Smart does not monitor if members rest at least 14 hours
(6.1) every 24 hours and if they do not perform night work (7.1). Also, Smart members can
refuse tasks at their discretion not only for “legitimate reasons such as illness or care duties”
(8.1 & 8.2), but this may come with negative consequences. For instance, that a customer
terminates the contract.
In this regard, it may be interesting to outline in the Charter what is understood as negative
consequences. For instance, it may be that a platform worker decides not to work and earns
no money for that specific task/hours, but it may also be the case that their colleagues work
more and therefore his reputation is not damaged but its position in the ranking is worsened,
or even worse, that their reputation falls due to the rating system of the platform. Workers
may perceive all cases as negative since in all cases their income is reduced but maybe the
platform would argue that the second case is out of their responsibility.
Finally, 8.1 needs more specification since it may enter in contradiction with 3.1. Last, in 8.2
establishing 2 times per month looks like quite an arbitrary decision that may also act in
detriment of the flexibility and autonomy of workers, thus it may be of interest to reach a
decision by collective bargaining.
Right to fair remuneration
To ensure the right to fair and decent remuneration, the Charter considers that: (1.1)
Platform workers must be guaranteed a minimum fixed hourly remuneration which is fair
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and decent; (1.2) the time spent by the worker at the disposal of the platform must also be
remunerated or compensated; and (1.3) the compensation shall be adequate to the time
spent on the platform and fixed following the applicable legal provisions or collective
agreement. In the absence of relevant provisions by law or collective bargaining, the
platform shall discuss parameters for compensation with workers’ representatives.
Moreover, the Charter also states that platform workers must be guaranteed compensation
for work carried out under special conditions such as night work, work during public
holidays, and work under unfavourable weather conditions (2.1). Finally, it dictates that the
platform shall reimburse the worker any costs incurred in the performance of the work which
is directly attributable to the activity requested by the platform (3.1).
Smart complies with 1.1 and 1.3. Although they allow workers to choose their clients, they in
principle do not accept invoices that do not comply with the minimum standards and in
order to prevent false self-employment, they make efforts to detect cases in which the
member has only one client. Regarding 1.2, the worker is not at the disposal of the
‘platform’, Smart does not require any availability in terms of time nor requires any activity
(3.1).
In this regard, it may be interesting to specify the meaning of fair and decent remuneration
(e.g. minimum wage) and bonuses. Finally, Clause 3.1 is linked to the clauses included in the
health and safety right and it may be interesting to merge them.
Right to transparent use of algorithms
Regarding the right to transparent use of algorithms and the right to an explanation, the
Charter states that: (1.1) platforms have the responsibility to indicate the main parameters
which are relevant to define the allocation of shifts, the distribution of job offers, the
assessment of work carried out, the arrangements for waiting time and for determining
remuneration; (1.2) platform workers and users have the right to an explanation about the
algorithmic procedures; and (1.3) the indication of the main parameter must be clear and
comprehensive and easily accessible.
The Charter also includes the right to human intervention by stating that:
2.1. Platform workers and users have the right to not be subject to a decision based
only on automated processing, including profiling, which produces significant effects
for them.
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2.2. Platform workers and users have the right to obtain human intervention in
decision-making when it is necessary for the understanding of the algorithm's
functioning mechanism that leads to a specific decision affecting a working
relationship.
Finally, it considers that how the algorithm operates and affects work organisations must be
discussed with unions and workers’ representatives, particularly concerning the issues
outlined in “Collective rights” (3.1).
Although the right to transparent use of algorithms was not tested in Smart co-creation
sessions, it was an aspect that appeared during the first round of interviews and several
initial meetings with Smart. In particular, while the IT Smart responsible confirmed the use of
algorithms, the rest of the participants strongly denied their existence. The survey depicted a
similar picture, in which only 2 out of 11 respondents knew about their existence.
However, algorithms at smart are not algorithmic management systems characteristic of the
platforms studied in WP2 (see D.2.3) but a much simpler algorithm. In this regard, we
consider that an additional clarification that distinguishes algorithms from artificial
intelligence is needed, although we plead for increased transparency of both.
Regarding Clause 2, some inputs could be made. It is not only important that platforms are
responsible for the consequences of the algorithmic systems they design and use but also to
consider that neither human decision making nor algorithmic management system leads to a
non-discriminatory decision. Therefore, although we understand its complexities we consider
that non-discrimination should not be framed as exclusive of algorithms. Moreover, as an
evolution of the right, these systems need to be designed to prevent any kind of
discrimination and promote inclusion to better align with European values.
Finally, we consider that the Charter could play a broader approach towards algorithmic
transparency that took into account all the life-cycle, as explained in the Charter (see D5.1
p.33):
“From the point of view of the international sources, it is worth mentioning also the
Recommendation of the Committee of the Ministers to Member States on the Human
Rights Impacts of an algorithmic system (Committee of the Ministers of the Council of
Europe) CM/REC (2020)1 contains among the Principles of general application a
provision concerning Non-discrimination: “Private sector actors that design, develop
or implement algorithmic systems should follow a standard framework for human
rights due diligence to avoid fostering or entrenching discrimination throughout all
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life-cycles of their systems. They should seek to ensure that the design, development
and ongoing deployment of their algorithmic systems do not have direct or indirect
discriminatory effects on individuals or groups that are affected by these systems,
including on those who have special needs or disabilities or who may face structural
inequalities in their access to human rights” (D.5.1: p. 33).

5.4 Social Impact: Return to Smart, dissemination and actions of
advocacy
As well as in the other pilots, the testing was designed keeping in mind that it also helped the
cooperative to work on some of the challenges it is facing.
One of the objectives established was to increase transparency and accessibility for members
to their social data linked to their social security, health and working rights, etc. While some
of this information was accessible to some advisors and members of the HR team, it was not
structured or organised and therefore was not always communicated to members. With the
co-creation workshops, testing was an opportunity for Smart to list and centralise all of the
social data linked to social security, health rights, working rights and consequently, it would
help to communicate it to members and make them more aware of their social and health
rights. In this regard, thanks to the PLUS testing, Smart could launch a new internal project
aimed at putting into practice the “Human Resources Path” developed in the testing to
increase transparency and communication in relation to the social protection of members
(see Image 8).
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Image 8. SmartFr internal project: ‘Human Resources Path’.

However, Smart because of its own way of functioning (Business Project Support Agreement
(CAPE)) has some structural issues that affect the remuneration of members. In an interview
a Smart [SM21_legaladvisor] explained:
“When an entrepreneur-employee wants to join the Grands Ensemble cooperative,
they start with a Business Project Support Agreement (CAPE). The CAPE is not an
employment contract, it is a commercial contract that allows an entrepreneur to test
his economic activity through our cooperative. You are not an employee but you can
start to develop your business. At the end of the CAPE and if the activity is sustainable,
we suggest that the entrepreneur sign an employment contract. By signing this
employment contract, the employer becomes an employee of the cooperative. The
salary is set jointly between the cooperative and the employer. The salary will vary
depending on future economic forecasts but also depending on the turnover obtained
during the CAPE. If we find that the economic activity has been very successful during
CAPE, we will be willing to accept a higher salary. As a reminder, within a CAPE, there
is a fundamental rule: an entrepreneur-employee must obtain a billing that covers all
their expenses (mainly salary). In this way, a minimum monthly billing to be acquired
is entered in the employment contract to offset the costs associated with salaried
employment. This monthly billing varies according to the salary of the
employer-employee. If the employer-employee does not reach his minimum monthly
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billing for several months and refuses to adapt by lowering his salary (which will
automatically reduce his minimum monthly billing), then we are forced to dismiss
(termination of the employment contract) due to insufficient results. If, on the
contrary, the entrepreneur achieves a turnover significantly higher than the monthly
objective, it will be possible to increase his salary.” [SM21_legaladvisor]
Moreover, regarding the third objective - to provide inputs/protocol/recommendations for
the new tool that will be created35 in France for the economic and administrative support of
our members, particularly for long-term contracts - the testing was designed in a way that
was also useful for the Smart project. In particular, the employee representative body, has
seen the Human Resources Path produced through the testing and have decided to pursue
the work, particularly on psychosocial risks and workplace well-being. They are currently
raising funds to finance the project to produce information and explanatory sheets, and are
going to create communication spaces with members.
In addition, Smart is working on a new tool (platform) and the feedback from the testing is
going to be used to guide its design. By increasing transparency regarding social law matters,
Smart will be able to reduce the amount of time each advisor devotes to each case. In
particular, instead of doing more personalised sessions, personal advice is only given when
the general guidelines are not well-adjusted.
Another important implication of the efforts performed during the testing is related to the
organisational culture. Educational efforts in the PLUS project have helped Smart to realise
how important it is to increase transparency among the organisations. The results from the
project were presented in the “Future of work after covid-19: Platform cooperativism,
opportunities and challenges” debate on the 17th of June. Further outcomes will be
presented in a PLUS talk in October 2021.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this deliverable, we have presented the pilots, their mission, theoretical background and
objectives (sections 1.1. and 1.2), their elements, design and the methodology that serves
the section 2, as well as its analysis and outcomes (sections 4, 5 and 6).
As it has been outlined, the Charter seeks to provide a synthesis of the protections that
platform workers need, taking into account the specific features of this form of labour, to
contribute to the debate at the level of policy-making decisions.
35

The timeline for the creation of this tool is not clear yet.
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The Charter of platform workers’ rights introduces important elements based on provisions
made by the European Union and the most significant national experiences. The proposals
studied aim to go beyond European labour law, which still lacks a definition of worker that
encompasses platform workers.
In this regard, we celebrate the scope of this proposal aimed to apply to all platform workers
irrespective of their status which, in turn, paves the way for the introduction of rights for
platform workers. Nevertheless, the testing of the Charter allowed us to spot areas for
possible improvement. We introduce important features that emerged during testing below.

6.1 General recommendations
6.1.1 The need for a clear-cut definition of platform work
The Charter is composed of two blocks. The first block is designed to introduce rights of
universal application irrespective of the existence of a contractual work relationship with the
platform. This is also for those who directly and indirectly provide goods and services, both
offline to a digital platform (see D.5.1). The second group is addressed to “digital platform
workers36” regardless of whether they are employed or self-employed and are related to the
platform’s labour process. This circle recognised trade union rights, among others.
This, in turn, implies that the activities of riders, drivers and cleaners are considered to be
subject to the second block while the kind of activity involved in Airbnb - as it is not directly
recognised as labour through a contract but as a commercial activity related to renting - is
not directly included. Nevertheless, the Charter pays special attention to the hidden labour
related to Airbnb and states that when a host entrusts the performance of activities related
to renting to a third party, those workers are not considered as digital platform workers.
However, when hosts carry all related tasks (cleaning, managing bookings, etc.) by
themselves, they have access to the rights included in the second block.
Although we acknowledge the differences among Airbnb and the rest of the platforms
analysed in the PLUS project (Deliveroo, Uber and Helpling), we consider that the creation of
hierarchies among people performing the same tasks directly or indirectly to a platform may
become counterproductive. In this sense, the research performed for D2.3 highlights that
36

This is the personal scope of the Proposal for a Directive on Digital Platform Workers presented at the
European Parliament in November 2020 which provides a series of provisions and rights for Platform workers.
According to this proposal, a ‘worker’ is “any person who enters into a contract with a digital platform
concerning the hiring of his or her labour, whether of an intellectual or manual nature, with a view to rendering
a service offered and organised by the platform, in return for remuneration” (art. 2).
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sometimes hosts do not perform all the related tasks, instead they subcontract these tasks to
a third party. These tasks can include managing bookings through the platform and cleaning
the apartments. In this regard, the distinction between the two types of profiles may be
blurred. Also because it may be difficult to depict when hosts are affected by Airbnb’s rating
and algorithmic management system and when they are not. Therefore, the peril of granting
rights to the owners of the accommodations but leaving other profiles behind appears.
Moreover, it is also important to consider that although hidden labour is common in Airbnb,
it also occurs in other platforms. For instance, the subrenting of Deliveroo accounts to third
parties who neither have a contract nor accepted any kind of terms and conditions with the
company is common (see D.2.3.). In this regard, we recommend that this aspect is addressed
so that these profiles are not left unprotected and/or to the mercy of their counterparts.
Another important issue that connects with the definition of platform work, is when can it be
considered that someone offers work or goods to the platform and when it cannot. In this
regard, the pilots offer some important clues. For instance, while a Fairbnb host would be
considered as doing so, in the case of a Fairbnb.coop ambassador, who is in charge of
developing the local nodes, some discussion would emerge. The same happens for the
platforms most studied during the project. For example, while we consider Deliveroo’s
platform couriers as platform workers, in the debate, it is not discussed if the IT developers
of Deliveroo’s platform are platform workers even though they may be offering their work to
the platform.
Thirdly, although all of them have been recognised by different audiences as platform
cooperatives, in some cases there exists internal debate as to whether they consider
themselves as such or not. This connects with the emerging debates regarding the increasing
platformization of the economy which may provoke that the frontiers between what is a
platform and what is not may become even more blurred.
Without getting into the middle of the debate of whether the pilots can be considered a
platform or not, which is out of the scope of this report, what can be stated is that neither of
the forms of work analysed in the testing share important characteristics with gig-workers. In
other words, they are not platform workers in the sense a platform courier is. Nevertheless,
in some definitions, platform work is considered equivalent to gig-work (split into tasks,
low-paid, unstable, and under self-employment figures).
In this regard, it is also important to consider that the primary aim of labour law is to protect
workers, independent of their labour status, sector, or whether they can be considered
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platform workers or not. In this sense, we consider that a clear-cut definition of terms such
as platform work, platform labour, gig-work, crowdwork among others may be very useful.
6.1.2 The need to ensure compliance
Another issue to take into account is that although the problem establishes a set of minimum
rights, it does not address the problem regarding their compliance. Moreover, some of the
rights mentioned already exist (i.e. Art.22. GDPR) but it is their compliance that appears
more problematic.
6.1.3 Avoid ambiguous concepts
In connection with the need for a definition of platform work that avoids potential
misleading connotations, the Charter regularly uses concepts such as “professionalisation”;
“skills”; “algorithms”; “non-discrimination”; “fair and decent”; “flexibility” or “autonomy”
which may lead to ambiguity. For this reason, we consider that the Charter would benefit
from specific definitions of these terms.
6.1.4 Avoid becoming a tool for green washing of companies
Despite the interest of D.5.1, authors in avoiding the Charter to become a tool for companies
greenwashing through its baseline on scientific research, there is a particular aspect of the
Charter that may be incoherent:
“Following the same logic, a digital platform may also decide to combine them, with
different balances, into a specific framework to protect workers’ rights according to
the organisation of the business at a specific moment (see Aim of the deliverable §
2).” (D.5.1, pp: 13-14)
In this sense, we consider that companies should not choose which rights they want to
comply with at their discretion or in function to their business models. Therefore, we
recommend the removal of any potentially misleading content.
6.1.5 The need to establish a common set of rights
Finally, to end up with the general recommendations, we would like to point out that
although it is an emerging field and evidence is still scarce, we should aim to provide general
rights for all workers. Of course, workers’ needs differ depending on their subjective
experiences, the sector, and a range of factors and collective agreements should address
that. Nevertheless, it cannot be the case because the subjective experience of certain
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workers makes them avoid collective action, or because they are more invisibilised, or even
because it is a field more difficult to approach (i.e. workers that perform online work) that
they are entitled to fewer rights.
This currently happens with domestic workers, for example, and in a future in which Europe
is aligned with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) and The Pillar of Social Rights, we
should prevent this from happening. In this same line, the Charter is more adapted to
workers on on-demand food delivery platforms than to other sectors despite aiming to
address all of them. In this regard, we consider that despite the evident difficulties that
including a wide-range of sectors entails, being able to establish a set of rights that apply to
as many workers as possible to ensure granting the best working conditions and well-being
possible should be a priority.

6.2 Specific recommendations
6.2.1 Right to information on contractual conditions
The Charter states that it is preferable that platforms develop an individual contract with the
worker. However, it also states that in the absence of such a contract, general Terms and
Conditions (T&Cs) may serve. Although it considers the first one as preferable, it does not
state any kind of constraint from abuse of T&Cs, in consequence, we recommend the
establishment of some constraints to prevent this from happening.
Nevertheless, we celebrate the inclusion of a wide spectrum of aspects (3.2) in both
contracts and T&Cs. Another minor issue, regarding this last point, is that splitting c and d
into two parts may help to disregard cases in which only one of the clauses is not fulfilled.

6.2.2 Right to transparent use of algorithms
An issue not directly approached in the testing but still one of the key aspects of the Charter
is that the pilots, in particular through the set of interviews performed, questioned the
Charter’s reference to “algorithms”. In this regard, it may be useful to define “algorithm” and
what we want to monitor:
“Every software is an algorithm, isn’t it? We’re actually providing a service online that
has some degree of personalization depending on the choices of the consumer. If you
want to go on holiday in Venice, you have to click on a button that says Venice, the date
and then we provide you with a series of matching availabilities. So that’s an algorithm.
But it depends on the choices of the consumer. We are not forcing people to go on
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holiday, and so, I don’t think it applies the concept of “the algorithm takes over” or the
right to human intervention, it’s fully human intervention, the two parties have to
agree.” (manager, Fairbnb.coop, interview)
The main reason is that all pilots were using simple algorithms to guarantee the performance
of services but did not deploy algorithmic management. Despite being a right regarding
algorithms in general, Clause 1.1 specifies parameters related to working conditions, which
would make it partly irrelevant to apply to hosts on STR platforms while not including those
related to ranking listings for instance. In this sense, distinguishing more clearly any
algorithm from artificial intelligence is needed, although we plead for increased transparency
of both. Moreover, in line with previous literature (see 5.1.), we consider that this increased
algorithmic transparency should be applied to the whole life-cycle of the algorithms.

6.2.3 Right to non-discrimination
Although, in general, there is a need to go beyond non-discrimination and to promote
inclusion and diversity among workers, notably via hiring policies, and towards users via
corporate communication. The testing of the right to non-discrimination led to some minor
recommendations.
First, as mentioned in the general recommendations, clarifying some aspects of enforcement
and compliance may be key. Clause 1.1 on the prohibition of discrimination of any kind could
integrate the need to create processes to report such cases and that no action, such as laying
off or deactivating workers from the platform, will be taken against them when reporting
such issues.
Second, Clause 1.2 on the discriminatory effects of automated or algorithmic systems could
be extended or complemented by a clause on the responsibility of the platform to monitor
the effects of its design and choice in features and functionalities that further existing biases
in society.
Finally, Clause 2.1 does not specify what and how professional skills are going to be
established and by whom, which may lead to platforms themselves establishing what
constitutes a professional and what does not. This could be further clarified.

6.2.4 Training rights
In the same line of the non-discrimination rights, version 2.0 of the Charter could go beyond
training and promote learning, while integrating the findings of the D.4.3. This would put the
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individual’s needs at the centre instead of the organisation's needs. Moreover, it would also
become useful to move from a task-oriented focus on learning how to use a certain platform
to a more holistic and continuous learning centred on enhancing platform workers careers by
facilitating up-skilling.
Therefore, as mentioned in the general recommendations, specifying concepts such as
“necessary skills”, “actively contribute” or “professionalism” on what amount of training is
expected and what it is considered as enhancing professionalisation of workers and providers
becomes key. In no case should the platforms be solely responsible for defining what
constitutes necessary skills and professionalism, workers should actively participate in
identifying their training needs. Beyond this, the Charter may encourage platforms to
facilitate knowledge exchange between workers which could help to counterbalance the
individualism of platform work (see D.2.3).
A minor set of issues is that the Charter could include a specific clause on the need to
provide training to workers on platform updates. Platform updates rather than tasks were
major challenges for the pilots. Second, we consider it relevant to include a clause that states
that the training needed to perform the activity, especially training that is non-transferable,
must be free of charge. Last, we suggest including general guidelines regarding periodicity
and insensitivity of both the training and the recompilation of workers needs to ensure the
right is satisfactorily fulfilled.

6.2.5 Right to health and safety protection
Despite the fact that social protection was a key issue in the work performed for D.2.3, the
Charter is quite minimal in this regard. In this sense, the Charter could go one step further to
fully integrate well-being. A first step could be adding, in 2, a clause that includes information
regarding social protection and rights since it is also one of the training platform workers
asked about (further D.4.3).
Also, for Clause 3, reformulating the clause to: “3.1. The platforms have the obligation to
provide free of charge the tools and devices necessary to perform the activity including those
needed for health and safety” and 3.3 to “Platforms must bear all of the maintenance costs
of the instruments functional to the performance of the service” to avoid ambiguity and the
burden on workers. In this same line, we suggest clarifying what protective equipment is to
avoid possible ambiguity. For instance, for workers only needing a digital device, such as a
computer or phone, does that only entail the device itself or also the furniture to work
adequately?
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In subsection 4, we recommend including a clause (4.3) that states that platforms also have
the obligation to provide understandable information regarding their social security rights.
We also recommend including the need for direct communication channels for workers who
may have any questions or need to inform and receive assistance after any sort of incident.
Moreover, we consider adding a clause that obliges the inclusion of health insurance. Finally,
as the previous right, platforms could be encouraged to facilitate knowledge and information
exchange between workers to go beyond a top-down information and training process.

6.2.6 Right to disconnect
In line with the general recommendation on avoiding ambiguous concepts, a more detailed
definition of ‘digital devices’ and ‘tasks’ may be useful, notably because some platforms use
communication channels not embedded in the platform itself. However, it must be ensured
that disconnection is guaranteed from these as well.
Additionally, guaranteeing full disconnection in a start-up at the initial phase entails clear
norms about working hours (their maximum number, the need for breaks, and days off)
while respecting each individual’s responsibilities and needs. The need for coordination is key
and thus having a clear sense of when the other workers are available to work and meet.
This thus connects to the right to a minimum and a maximum amount of working hours and
entails adequate monitoring of time without transforming into a surveillance tool.

6.2.7 Right to maximum and minimum working hours
First, we consider that it may be interesting to reconsider what working time is and ensure its
adequate monitoring so that all the activities performed and time devoted are considered
and remunerated. Another important topic is to take into account that although the most
well-known platforms are characterised by having workers on-demand and splitting work
into tasks or gigs, there are certain cases in which this is not the case, which may, in turn,
need further specification.
In this regard, it is important to make sure that workers are not only informed about how to
arrange their working time but that they can bargain for it. In this sense, we envision a
collective right (5.1 and the specific right) not as something optional for platforms but as
something transversal with all the rights (4.1 and 4.2).
Moreover, regarding 4.4. “workers should be able to refuse a task assignment if it does not
fall within the hours and days on which the worker may be required to work or if it has not
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been notified to them in accordance with the minimum notice period, without suffering any
negative consequences for having refused it”, it may be appropriate for paid employees but
not to the self-employed who if they saw this rule passed, they would lose autonomy and
flexibility.
Next, in Clause 8, it may be interesting to outline in the Charter what is understood as
negative consequences. For instance, it may be that a platform worker decides not to work
and earns no money for that specific task/hours, but it may also be the case that their
colleagues work more and therefore his reputation is not damaged but its position in the
ranking is worsened, or even worse, that their reputation falls due to the rating system of the
platform. Workers may perceive all cases as negative since in all cases their income is
reduced but maybe the platform would argue that the second case is out of their
responsibility.
Finally, 8.1 needs more specification since it may enter in contradiction with 3.1. In 8.2
establishing two times per month looks like quite an arbitrary decision that may also act in
detriment of the flexibility and autonomy of workers, it may be of interest to reach a decision
by collective bargaining.

6.2.8 Right to fair and decent remuneration
The main conclusion from the pilots is to specify the meaning of fair and decent
remuneration (e.g. minimum wage) and the bonuses. Additionally, Clause 3.1 is linked to the
clauses included in the health and safety right so it may be interesting to merge them.

6.3 Going beyond the current version of the Charter
Isiah Berlin’s essay “Two Concepts of Liberty” (1958) distinguishes negative freedomfreedom from the control of others—from positive freedom—freedom to control oneself.
Following his insight and applying it to the market rather than the state, we suggest that the
Charter moves beyond its current defensive and protective stance—to protect platform
workers and defend them from quasi-monopolistic platforms—to embrace a propositive
stance, one trying to enable the platform workers’ ability to exert their positive freedom.
Despite the Charter being perceived as a proposal to guarantee a set of minimum standards
for platform workers, we envision a version of the Charter, transformed into a manifesto that
could enhance working conditions across the platform economy. To help articulate such a
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vision, we turned to the 7 cooperative principles of the ICA37 and the 10 principles for
platform cooperativism (Scholz, 2016). This would entail including:
- a right to transparency, including economic and organisational transparency, beyond
algorithmic transparency. This is an important aspect that is mentioned in all the
pilots and indirectly included in the Charter through the following rights: the (5) Right
to information on contractual conditions; (6) Right to transparent use of algorithms;
and (7) Right to a transparent and fair reputational rating system is a more general
right to information and transparency. However, it turns out that transparency is
mentioned only in some aspects leaving aside other issues. In this regard, we defend
that workers should be able to have a global understanding of how the company is
run:
“They should have insights on how the money is used, on how certain
decisions are taken. (...) It is very important and it also makes people more
part of the joint effort.” [FM24_manager]
-

a right to decision-making. One of the problems assessed in D.2.3 and stated in the
Charter (D.5.1) is that workers are subject to unilateral decisions of companies that
affect their working conditions. In this regard, not only is transparency important but
also that workers are involved in strategic decisions that impact their working
conditions and well-being. In his work on platform cooperativism, Scholz refers to this
as co-determined work:
“Labour platforms should involve workers from the moment of the
programming of the platform and along their usage of it.” (Scholz, 2016, p.19)

-

37

This last point could be reinforced by a right to ownership.

https://www.ica.coop/en/cooperatives/cooperative-identity Accessed on June 21st 2021
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8.

ANNEX

8.1 Interviews codification
Code38

Pilot

Role

Date

KF11_consumer

Katuma

User consumer
cooperative

11/01/2021

KF12_provider

Katuma

User Provider

20/01/2021

KM13_intermediary

Katuma

User Intermediary

14/01/2021

KM14_technologyprovid
er

Katuma

Technology provider

13/01/2021

SM14_headdevelopmen
t

Smart

head development

27/01/2021

SM13_member

Smart

Member Urbike

19/01/2021

38

Code is: [Pilotinitial;genderinitial;#round;#interview_role]. For instance: Smart, woman, advisor, first
interview from round one: SF11_Advisor (from round 2: SF21_Advisor)
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SF12_member

Smart

Member

18/01/2021

SM11_IT

Smart

IT director of Smart

18/01/2021

FM11_ambassador

Fairbnb

Local partner "Local
ambassador"

15/01/2021

FM14_host

Fairbnb

User provider "Host"

10/02/2021

Fairbnb

User consumer
"Guest"

18/01/2021

FF12_technology

Fairbnb

Technology provider/
worker

15/01/2021

FM21_manager

Fairbnb

Manager

12/04/2021

FM22_manager

Fairbnb

Manager

20/04/2021

FM23_manager

Fairbnb

Manager

12/05/2021

FM24_manager

Fairbnb

Manager

03/06/2021

KM21_worker

Katuma

Worker of the
cooperative

8/04/2021

KF22_consumer

Katuma

Manager of a
consumer group

28/04/2021

KM23_provider

Katuma

Provider and
manager

5/05/2021

KM24_consumer

Katuma

Manager of a
consumer group

07/05/2021

SM21_legaladvisor

Smart

Legal advisor

25/05/2021

SF22_humanresources

Smart

Human resources

13/04/2021

SF23_L/t
contractstsproject

Smart

Chief long term
contracts project

12/04/2021

FM13_guest
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ST24_IT

Smart

Chief new IT tool
project

9/04/2021
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